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Abstract 

This thesis deals with the problem of identity for the 
protagonists, Morag and Alice, in Margaret Laurence's The 
Diviners and Audrey Thomas' Intertidal Life. Both women are 
writers searching for a self underneath the patriarchal 
fictions of womanhood. The notion of an essential self, 
Morag and Alice realize, is itself another fiction. What 
Morag and Alice discover in their self-reflective writings 
is only what they have been constituted as within the 
various discursive fields in which they participate. The 
self, these women come to recognize, is not an essence but 
rather a site at which various discourses converge and 
compete for sovereignty of the individual. In most cases, 
certain discourses, inconsistent though they may be, achieve 
dominance over other discourses and consequently over the 
subject, creating the illusion of a unified and coherent 
subjectivity. In the case of women writers, however, two 
contradictory discursive fields or ideologies are 
continually vying for mastery of the subject, each with 
considerable success. As women, Morag and Alice are 
inscribed within the field of traditional feminine 
discourses of submission and self-effacement, and as writers 
they are interpellated within liberal humanist discourses of 
gender equality. These two subject positions, woman and 
writer, are contradictory and thus conflict with one 
another. In attempting to unify their heterogeneous 
experiences of subjectivity, Morag and Alice recognize not 
only the impossibility of such a task, but also the 
arbitrary, conventional and ideologically-motivated nature 
of all discourse, which is to say of language and therefore 
of subjectivity itself. Having discovered this fact, Morag 
and Alice are then able to wrestle with language and 
unsettle the systems of symbols, analogies and metaphors 
constitutive of the dominant discourses and ideologies which 
have created a notion of woman which has validated her 
oppressed status. 
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No man is an island entire of itself; every 
man is a piece of the continent, a part of 
the main. 

-John Donne 

Each [handmaid] was like a Druid rock; Or like 
a spire of land that stands apart Cleft from 
the main . . . 

-Alfred Lord Tennyson 



Introduction 

Alice and 1"10t-ag ~ the p t-o-tagon i ~3t 5 in Thomas' 

As ft.W i tet-s~ they must reject their culture's 

ideals o~ womanhood, notions such as passivity and sel~-

e~~acement~ and assume the authority traditionally reserved 

Ct-aig Owens con-Finns this view in his essay "TrIe 

Ant i -Aest het i c" , wher-e he states" in Ot- der- to speak, -to 

n:>pn=.'sent her-sel~!1 a woman assumes cl masculine position" 

(59) • Unlike the male writer, however, the woman writer is 

necessarily subversive. Alice e;-:plains, "I-f she is to move 

forward at all [the woman writer] has to develop a layer of 

selfishness sel~-is-ness that has traditionally been 

n:?ser-ved ~Ot- men" ( 173) • Because she speaks ~rom her 

position as a woman in a patriarchal society, the woman 

writer assumes the antithesis o~ the position of masculine 

autho,--ity. Therefore, the woman writer properly occupies 

neither the feminine nor the masculine subject position. 

1 
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Because the woman writer ~ails to con~orm to either 

o~ the two subject positions ~eminine and masculine--

de~ined by the dominant ideology, the position which she 

does occupy is not only subversive, but also unacknowledged 

and there~ore unnamed. It has been remarked by Jacques 

Derrida that Western culture"s discourse hinges on binary 

opposit:ions. In this tradition one term o~ the pair is 

inevitably privileged over the "These polalo-

opposites do not, however, stand as independent and equal 

entitif.-"~Su The second term o~ the pair is considered the 

negative, corrupt and undesirable version o~ the first, a 

fall away from it" notes Barbara Johnson in her introduction 

to Det-rida"~; pi.§..§.gminatioll (viii). Paradigmatic o~ this 

dialectical thought is concepot 

"m':-Iscu 1 i nel ~em ill i ne". This oppositional schema, however, 

~ails to allow for the possibility of additional subject 

positions, entin::? spect t-um of which may exist, 

potentially or in ~act. 

This unwillingness o~ the idecllogy to 

acknowledge other subject positions is a direct reflection 

o~ the patriarchal power structure o~ society which relies 

on the ~unclamental man/wDrnan oPPDsition -Fot .. :iots 

just i or- i c: at ion. This polit:ic:al t-ationale is, hOI"leVetoO , 

covet-t u The ostensible reason ~or the inadmissability of 

othero nDn--troaditional subjE.~c:t positions is "scientiofic". 



"':! • . _' 

For in order ~or the political organization o~ society to be 

grounded on and in~ormed by these anatomical di~~erences, a 

general acceptance o~ the view o~ biological determinism is 

t-equ i tOed. This theory holds that men and women are 

psychically as well as physically dif~erent and that these 

di~f~;;)I·-ences at-e innate as opposed to socially produced. 

That men and \<'Jomen <:H-~~ const i tut i VE"! 1 Y d i -f:fen:~nt st?:..ems se l·F-

evident. For example, women appear to be better caregivers 

than men and men better at intellectual activity than women. 

Moreover, one can always defer to history to SUbstantiate 

essential gender di~~erences. Literary history is a case in 

point.. The canon is made up almost ent.irely o~ men. And 

yet, there have been countless examples o~ individuals who 

do not conform to the gender roles prescribed for them by 

soc:i.ety. In ~act, the de~initions of what constitutes 

masculinity ·femi ni n:i. ty t hemse 1 ve~5 changed 

throughout time and di~~er from culture to culture. In 

Thomas' novel, Alice records a conversation she has with her 

daughtet- Flclt-a: 

"Don't you 
bit-ds and a lot 
ones? 
~eathet-s?" 

Have 

think it's strange how the male 
of male creatures are the fancy 
all the nice decorations and 

"IIJe 11!J t rH:;~y do the COLwt i ng. 
why. " 

"But men and (l.IOmen - - " 
"Yes. In OUt- cultL\t"e anyway. I sometimes 

think that's what the sixties were all about -
men had a chance to let loose a little, dress up, 
wear beads and headbands or velvet coats. Wear an 
earring. Go without socks. Of course even in our 



culture men have dressed pretty extravagantly at 
various times. IF we ever go to England I'll take 
you to the National Portrait Gallery and you can 
havFJ a look at some oof th£'~ pot-tt-aits thet-e. It's 
a wonderFul way to learn about the history of the 
cClstumt'?" (257). 

4 

While the changeable nature of gendered subjectivity may 

seem obvious, the belief that there is an essential psychic 

difference between men and women persists. [Alhy is Ho that 

we accept this contention with such ease despite the 

enormous evidence to suggest the contrary? What risk is 

involved in rejecting an essent i '::11 i st 

constitutes the subject? Thl'°m'Jing into question the 

naturalness of the gendered subject throws into question the 

naturalness of the power structure which has the naturalness 

of the gendered subject as its ground. 

Thus, the subject position of the woman writer is 

unac k nOlA) I edged because it t ht-ows into question the 

biological ground on which societal values appear to be 

based c.'\nd, as a t-esult, is one which is particularly 

t hreEJoteni ng to the hegemony ideology. 

Because the subject position of the woman writer implies a 

usurpation of male authority, it is acknowledged only in the 

sense that it is seen as "monstt-ous". To -fall into the 

cracks of the binary opposition man/woman so Fundamental to 

OLW ideology is to be "monstt-ous", lA)hich is to say both 

threatening and unnatural. 

In becoming aware of their experiences as women 
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writers in a patriarchal society which these ideologies have 

~ailed to acknowledge or obscured, Morag and Alice are made 

aware o~ the delusive nature o~ subjectivity. AccQt-ding to 

Lou i~;; A I t husser!, "t rHO.? t"(;:) I at i onsh i p bet 1t-J('2e n the i rid i v i dua I 

and the subject position which she or he takes up in a 

speci~ic ideology is; (Quoted in l,oJe<=~·don 31). 

Ideology works by creating subjects who believe they are 

acting in their own sel~-interestn In the case o~ women, 

ideology works by alienating them ~rom the experiences 

ap~ropriate to their condition. Moreover, ideology creates 

subjects who believe the origin o~ their subjectivity to be 

the mani~estations o~ a static and innate nature which is 

paradoxically both unique and in~ormed by their gender 

rather than the product o~ societal institutions and 

d i SC:OUt- ses. In so doing, ideology obscures the operations 

o~ power at the heart o~ gender relations. By attempting to 

discovet- thc;?it- identities through writing, Morag and Alice 

expose the extent to which they are inscribed within 

ideology and language. 

Antithetical to humanist contentions there~ore, 

subjectivity is not a ~ixed and uni~ied core at the centre 

0·( an i ndi v i dua I" s be i ng, but ~ "p t-ecCll·- ious, ccmt t-adi ctOt-y 

and in process, constantly being reconstituted in discourse 

eac: h time t.-'J(;? sp ea. k " (vJe(,:;)c!on T:;:). The apparently sel~-

evident categories (J~ "masculine" 
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revealed in these novels to be unstable social constructs 

which t-e-flect the wOI'''kin(]s 0+ PO\AJE'H- t-athet- than o-f "tl"'llth" 

ThllS, it is through the insidious discursive 

constitution o-f gendered subjectivity~ rather than any 

mani-fest control, that masculinist power is exercised over 

wClmen. This notion is put -forward by Michel Foucault who 

"nejects the idea that powet- 'Functiom:; only tht-ough "Thou 

shall nots" 01'" 'fot-ms o-f 1'-e~5tt-ictive commandments "' .... nd laws" 

(Diamond and Quinby xi). F<:athet-~ it is by being constituted 

within various patriarchal and capitalist discolwses and 

institutions that individuals become unwittingly subjected 

to the ruling ideology. 

~\> Unwilling to con'for'm to the "-feminine" Ot-

"masculinf:?" subject positions o-f{:(;?t"(~=d them by soci(;?ty, Mot-<:~q 

and Alice, by examining their lives and themselves, attempt 

to discover what, i-f anything constitutes their essential 

Wh~t Morag and Alice discover in trying to -find their 

core underneath all the social -fictions is that the notion 

o-f an essential sel-f is itsel-f a -fiction. What they 

discover is only what they have been constituted to be. In 

a recent interview Thomas states: 
. ~--------.----.. ~~---.-.. 

A search for the sel-f is like looking for the 
northwest passage, where all those guys were sent 
out from England and Spain and so on. In their 
tenTls it didn't e:dst, it wasn:'t whet-e they 
thought it was, so what did they get out of all 
that to-ing and fro-ing and travelling up 
Vancouver Island looking for 50me way to get 
across? What they got was doing it. But that's 

-------------------- ------------------------,------ --- - -

! 
.I 
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it, what they got out o~ it was the search (49). 

Thus, rather than a static entity, Thomas suggests the sel~ 

is alwaYf:5 in the process o~ constituting and reconstituting 

itsel~ and thus can never be located and de~ined ~or all 

time. Quinby and Diamond write: 

FOI'- Fouci::'lult "then:? is no subj~?ct, II and much o~ 
his last work explicitly attempts to dethrone the 
sovereignty o~ the illusory subject that he argues 
is a product of a particular disciplinary 
practices and rationalizing discourses o~ the 
modern era (xii). 

Morag and Alice recognize that the self is not a static 

entity but rather a dynamic site where discursive forces 

continually interact and compete ~or the subjectivity of the 

i nd i v i dua 1. 

In this thesis, I will explore two discourses, the 

traditional feminine and the liberal hLllnan i S1:, which co-

exist in our society and compete for the subjectivity of all 

women, especially that of the woman writer. Although the 

liberal humanist ideology claims to offer women equality, it 

~ails to supplant the traditional feminine ideology which 

has deemed women subordinate and in~erior. In fact, tl"'le 

liberal humanist ideology, it can be argued, serves only to 

reinforce the traditional feminine one it ostensibly seeks 

to subvet-t. What is responsible ~or the failure o~ liberal 

humanism as it relates to women's status, I suggest, is its 

re~usal to address the larger metaphysical underpinnings of 

the constitution of gendered subjectivity. I will e){,::':l.Inine 
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the extent to which these writers~ Thomas and Laurence, 

wrestle with and unwrench the logic, symbols and metaphors 

o~ Western thought which have inscribed and de~ined woman as 

secondary, derivative and in~erior~ and have thereby caused 

her oppression to appear natural. 



Chapter One 

The Search ~or a Uni~ied Sel~ 

Both The Diviners and Intertida! Li~e are the 

autobiographical works o~ their ~ictional authors~ Morag 

Gunn and Alice Hoyle. Morag and Alice are middle-aged 

divorced mothers and writers. Middle-aged and alone is a 

state neither woman had anticipated nor desired. Their 

situations cause them a great deal o~ anxiety, partly 

because they ~eel lonely and unloved~ and partly because 

they blame themselves ~or what they deem to be their largely 

undesirable solitary status. Thus, Morag and Alice wish to 

better understand themselves and their lives in order that 

they may alleviate the chronic sel~-doubt and sel~-

recrimination ~rom which they su~~er. Morag and Alice 

attempt, there~ore, through their sel~-re~lective writing, 

to explain themselves to themselves; to discover what, i~ 

anything, constitutes the essential core o~ their being. 

The discovery o~ this stable, uni~ied and essential truth 

about themselves, Morag and Alice hope, 

with com~ort and reassurance in their 

9 

will provide them 

times o~ personal 
Cf\~i~ 
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ct-isis. 

What MOt"ag 

re~lection~ however, 

and Alice discover in their sel~

is only what they have been constituted 

discursive ~ields in which they as in the vat"ious 

pat-t ic ipate. As Catherine Belsey explains, " Subjectivi"ty, 

then, is linguistically and disccursively constructed and 

displaced across the range o~ discourses in which the 

conct"ete individual pat"ticipates" (61). These discourses, 

howevet" , are dynamic and may be inconsistent or in 

contradiction with one another. Thus, as Morag and Alice 

come to realize, not only at"e their identities non-

essential, but they also lack stability and coherence. What 

Morag and Alice become aware o~ in their search for a stable 

self-identity are the profound contradictions at the heart 

of thei t" bei ng. 

By becoming women wt-iters, Mcn-ag in The Diviners and 

Alice in Intertidal Life have unwittingly transgressed the 

boundaries of the ~emale subject position offered them by 

society. Thus~ feminine subjectivity is no longer able to 

~unction as a ground on which Morag and Alice 

assured of an innate and stable identity. 

writing about their lives, Morag and Alice come 

can t-est, 

f':ather, in 

to see that 

two contradictory and conflicting ideologies have been most 

di t-ect:]' y constitutive subject:ivities: the 

traditional and the liberal humanist beliefs regarding the 
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n~ture o~ women and men. Alice and Morag's societies 

espouse liberal humanist notions o~ gender equality which 

claim to a~~ord women the same rights and opportunities as 

men. Accor-ding to libet-al humanist discow-ses, 1I~:ationality 

is shared by all individuals and is the basis o~ the liberal 

political demands ~or equality o~ opportunity and the right 

t(J sel~-df.':!tet-mination" (Wf-.?edon, 80). At the same time as 

Morag and Alice's cultures exhibit a belie~ in the liberal 

humanist assertion o~ gender equality, howevet- , they also 

give credence to traditional values which maintain that men 

and women possess what are seen to be opposite but 

complementary characteristics. As Belsey notes: 

women as a group in our society are both produced 
and inhibited by contradictory discourses. Very 
broadly, they participate both in the liberal 
humanist discourse o~ ~reedom, sel~-determination 

and rationality and at the same time in the 
speci~ically ~eminine discourse o~~ered by society 
b~ submission, relative inadequacy and irrational 
intuition. The attempt to locate a single 
coherent subject position within these 
contradictory discourses, and in consequence to 
~ind a non-contradictory pattern o~ behaviour, can 
create intolerable pressures (65). 

What becomes apparent to Morag and Alice as they attempt to 

discover a coherent and stable subject position is the 

extent to which each has been constituted or, to use 

Foucault's word, "intet-pt:'?llated" as a subject within 

con~licting and contradictory ideologies. 

Both writers convey this sense o~ themselves as 
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sites for these competing ideologies through water-related 

imaget-y. Although this imagery suggests many things in the 

novels, there is an indication in both that the protagonists 

identify closely with water. The title of The Diviners 

suggests a resemblance between the search for water and the 

search for the self. The affinity between the self and 

watet- is s i mil a t- 1 y ma de in Thomas" nove I, which is 

punctuated with water-imagery. At one point Alice writes, 

"Wa"tet- imaget-y again -- I can't escape it" ( 165) • 

metaphorically resembles the river that flows both ways 

described at the beginning and end of The Diviners. The two 

natut-al -forces, gravity and wind, which combine to create 

this seemingly impossible occurrence are analogous to the 

contradictory ideological forces which are combined in the 

personality of Morag. The simultaneously backward and 

forward-flowing river images the fact that the traditional 

values and beliefs of her culture continue to influence 

Morag at the same time as they are resisted by the 

apparently more progressive ideology of gender equality. 

Thomas" novel conveys this notion in a similar way. The 

)(' intet-tidal ct-eatut-es who live neithet- wholly on land not- in 

the sea fascinate Alice because they reflect her own 

subjectivity which she experiences as being caught between 

the ebb of the old ideology and the flow of the new. Both 

Thomas' and Laut"ence's watet" imagery suggests that 

J 
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subjectivity can be described more accurately as constituted 

by forces rather than an essence and that these forces are 

ideologically produced rather than innate. 

Because they are women, both Morag and Alice's 

subjectivities have 

the "spec ificall y 

been constituted to a I at-ge e:·:tent by· 

(Belsey 65) ·Femi ni ne d i SCOLlt"SeS II 

characteristic of the traditional ideology which views men 

and women as occupying distinct realms of activities and 

possessing opposing but complementary characteristics. 

This conventional belief about the nature of men and women 

is viewed as not only natural but beneficial to both women 

and men. Furthermore, the effects of such commonly-held 

assumptions are ubiquitous; most institutions and discourses 

contribute to some degree to the constitution of gendered 

subjectivity. Nevet-theless, the discourses which are 

likely to have the greatest influence on the constitution of 

female subjectivity are those which have the thoughts, 

actions and emotions of women as their subject. Therefore, 

male-centered discourses, which is to say most discourses, 

while they overtly or covertly reinforce the same ideology, 

do not have the same power to subjugate women within 

masculinist thought patterns as do those which address women 

directly. 

Among the most influential of these women-centered 

discourses are fairy tales and romance fantasies. Both 



Morag and Alice"s expectations for their lives have been 

conditioned by fairy tales -- models of female development 

(ot- lack of it). Morag describes Brooke in the early stages 

of theil-- t"elationship as," a prince among men" (206) and 

Alice"s ft"iend, Tt"udl, comments, "We" tOe all looking f(Jt" 

Pt" i nce Chat"mi ng" (:1.71). Similarly, Alice and her daughter, 

Flora, read a great deal of Harlequin Romances throughout 

the summer during which the framing section of Intertidal 

Life takes place. :L Alison Light in IIP,Retut"ning to 

Manderley" - Romance Fiction, Female Se:-:ual ity and Class" 

explains the appeal of romance fantasies for women as 

follows: 

Romance offers us relations impossibly harmonized; 
it uses unequal heterosexuality as a dream of 
equality and gives women uncomplicAteci access to 
subjectivity which is unified and coherent and 
still within a field of pleasut"e. (142) 

The extent to which Morag and Alice participate in this 

ideology is suggested by the fact th~t the priority of each 

woman in her youth was marriage. Al ice t"ecot" ds a 

conversation with her friends, Stella and Trudl. Alice 

says, 

\I I have no idea what" s happened to the g i d. s I 

:I. Alice"s reading of romance novels is more 
complicated than I suggest here, and I will return to this 
idea latter in this chapter. Here, I simply wish to point 
out the cultural climate of traditional feminine discourses 
in which women live, which can best be emblemitized by the 
t-omance nove 1. 

./ 



knew in high school. I guess I was never very 
close to any of them. I"m sure they all married 
young and had lots of kids. I can't remember any 
of them ever saying they wanted to be anything. 
Anything othet- than that." 

"Did you?" 
"No. Yes. I wanted to be a paintet-, funnily 

enough. But I wasn't as good at it as I was at 
writing. I was a writer by default. But I wanted 
to be married first. Didn't want the one without 
the other. Can you imagine a man thinking, well, 
once I get married I can think about being a 
composer or a painter or whatever! Once I find the 
t- ight woman" (179). 

15 

When Brooke proposed marriage to Morag, she agreed to his 

request that she give up university. Morag's action is 

typical of a heroine of romance. Alice, for example, 

comments to het- daughtet- F lOt-a, "St ill, interesting girls, 

those Harlequin girls. They often had careers at the 

beginning o·F the book but nevet- at the end" (16). Whatevet-

interests or activities women participate in are only 

valuable in so far as they increase their value in the 

sel·(Ua I economy. 

Yet, after the successful completion of the one 

great adventure in women's lives, attracting and winning a 

man, the ~omance novel or fairy tale is over. The lives of 

the women w~o have been influenced by these discourses, 

howevet- , con·t i nue. After they are married, a phase in 

women's lives not dealt with in fairy tales or romance 

fantasies, Morag and Alice discover that the traditional 

role of wife, and in Alice"s case of wife and mother, does 

not satisfy them. Initially Morag believes that if only 
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Brooke would let her have a child she would be content. 

Later, ·howevet-, she begins to see that the source of her 

discontentment is something quite different. Mot-ag wondet-s 

"whethet- , if Brooke now suggested that she should try to 

have his child, she would any longer agree (279). 

When the heroine of a woman-centered discourse 

obtains her goal, that is, the marriage proposal from the 

hero, she is perceived as being heroic and triumphant, the 

antithesis of an oppressed individual. Mot- ag , howevet-, 

recognizes the extent to which the ideology reflected by 

fairy tales deluded her about herself and her desires. 

A~ter Prin"s funeral, Morag returns to the modern apartment 

where she and Brooke are living. Mot-ag wt- i tes, "Maybe tower 

would be a better word for the apartment. Crestwood Towers 

is in fact the name it bears on the flossy brass plate 

outside the thick plateglass doors A tower it 

cet-tainly is" (275) • The shape of this building suggests 

the phallocentrism in which she, along with the rest of her 

society, have been inscribed. This tower recalls fairy tale 

towers from which princesses are rescued by princes. 

however, has already been rescued according to fairy tale 

conventions and the ideology they embody. It is this 

ideology and the underlying reality it obscures from which 

Morag needs to escape. In the fairy tale Rapunzel, the 

prince rescues the princess ~rom the tower by climbing up 
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her long hair. Morag sardonically draws attention to the 

tendency o~ such myths to obscure the actual position o~ 

women while at the same time exposing what these myths 

obscure -- that women are imprisoned emotionally, mentally 

and physically, when she states~ "Who the hell could let 

theil'- hait- down hel'-e?" (275). The happiness and ~ul~ilment 

that these discourses taught women to expect ~rom li~e is 

revealed to have been a delusion. 

Both Morag and Alice reject to varying degrees the 

world view depicted by romance ~antasies and ~airy tales. 

During their marriages, both Morag and Alice begin to view 

their writing as a pro~ession rather than a hobby. Any 

ambitions women may have besides those related to caregiving 

~all under what has traditionally been considered the male 

domain. Thus, in aspiring to become authors, Morag and 

Alice are participating in the non-traditional ideology o~ 

libet-al humanism which claims to a-F-Fot-d women thf.? s<·;ne 

rights and opportunities as men. Yet, while espousing this 

new notion o~ -Femininity, Morag and Alice continue to 

display certain traditionally -Feminine attributes which they 

deem to be in their best interest. Thus, rather than 

totally rejecting their -Former roles, both women believe it 

possible to occupy a uni-Fied subject position able to 

encompass the various roles o-F writer, wi-Fe and mother. 

They are unaware, however, that this new subject position is 

v 
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constituted from two distinct notions of femininity which 

are inherently incompatible and contradictory. 

That Morag and Alice attempt to unite the 

traditional and liberal humanist feminine subject positions 

is suggested by the fact that they limit their career choice 

to one which they can do while still fulfiling their primary 

roles of wife and mother. 

qualified for a profession. 

Neither Morag nor Alice are 

As a result, any occupation 

they might obtain would probably augment rather than 

diminish their need for personal fulfilment. Writing, 

however, does not require specialized training and Morag and 

Alice had both wanted to be writers be+ore their marriages. 

Most importantly, Alice and Morag realize, writing is 

something that can be done at home and therefore is likely 

to create the least interference with their primary domestic 

and care-giving responsibilities, or so they believed. 

Alice and Morag both write at the kitchen table, signifying 

their attempt to yoke together the heterogeneous roles of 

writer and homemaker into a unified subject position. 

Neither woman suspected, however, the conflicts that would 

arise in their lives and in themselves as a result o~ this 

attempt. 

During her marriage, Morag began writing during the 

day while Brooke was at work. On a few occasions, she 

became so absorbed by her writing that she lost track of 

j 
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time. On one of these occasions Bt-ooke complains, "Don't 

you think I've held back, many times, coming home and 

finding you sitting there at the typewriter as though 

hypnotized, and nc) dinnet- in sight.?" (278). Years after 

leaving her husband, Morag forms a new relationship with a 

man named Dan McRaith and has a four year old child to care 

fot- u Morag describes her schedule: 

She goes [to Dan's] in the afternoons, most 
days, which is by no means a perfect arrangement. 
She works mornings in the bookshop. Dan works 
mornings at his work. Pique does not go to bed 
until after nine, so evenings are not much good 
for Morag's work. The choice for her seems to be 
not too simple. 

How to change our hours to suit? What to do, 
Lord? How to cope with it all? Maybe I should be 
able to write evenings, late, so 
inconvenience anyone? I couldn't 
anyway. I am too bloody titHed by then 

as not to 
Wt- i te then, 
(39) • 

Morag ambivalently feels that her writing is secondary to 

the needs 0+ others while at the same time resenting the 

sacrifices she voluntarily makes. 

Yet, the expectations placed on women do not stop at 

tending to the needs of those to whom they are closest. As 

women, Morag and Alice are expected to dole out help and 

support wherever it is needed. It is no coincidence that 

the Harlequin romance novel Alice's daughter is reading at 

the beginning of Intertid~l Life is entitled, Nurse Prue. 

The nursing occupation, held almost entirely by women, 

reflects many of the sexist values of society it is the 

quintessential helping role. That Morag is expected to be 

/ 



there ~or others is suggested as she writes: 

This had been the pattern o~ her life for how 
long? Morag at this table~ working, and people 
arriving and saying, in effect, Please don't let 
me i nten-upt y'o!."!,,:,,, But they di d i nten-upt het-, 
damn it (372). 
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Alice experiences similar frustration. She recalls a 

conversation with her husband, Peter, about her former best 

friend, Anne-Marie, with whom Peter is having an a~fair: 

"Li sten~ I know Anne-Mat- i e as we 11 as you ~ 
dem't fOt-get. I know how sot-ry she ~eels for 
herself. I know that all last spring when I was 
trying to write, she'd phone up and interrupt me 
and start crying, say how low' she was feeling~ 
how she hadn't meant to phone but was feeling so 
low." 

"And you told het-~ didn't you~ to stop 
calling unless it was after twelve-thirty or she 
was about to commit suicide. Your bloody book was 
more impot-tant than YOUt- ft- i end! " 

"Li sten, Petet-, .". When I sa i d t hat to 
her -- about not calling unless she was about to 
commit suicide I said it with a laugh, you 
know, but also to let het- know that she coulf! 
call, i~ she were really desperate. I COUldn't 
take the phone of~ the hook because the kids might 
have an accident or something - it has happened in 
the past -- but I was, yes, desperately trying to 
have a few hours to myself while Flora was at 
daycare. What's wrong with that? Why should I 
feel guilty for wanting that? (21-22). 

Alice and Morag are considered and consider themselves to be 
~, - . 

monsters if they refuse or begrudge placing other's needs 

"befot-e the i t- own. As womeAt-Mey at-e eNpected to be angels 

of self-sacrifice or they are damned as selfish monsters. 

Morag and Alice are perceived and perceive themselves as 

being monstrous in the sense of greedy -- they want it all. 

Alice tells her friends~ 



"I want the whole works! I want to be with a man~ 

not just any man but the miracle man, and be 
wt"iting my novel. I want to be ft"ee to wod:: si>: 
or eight hours a day and then play with my kids 
and then have supper miraculously appear and the 
children instantly fall asleep and the nannie look 
Lip ft"om het- knitting and say, "Don't won-y deat-s, 
stay out as long as you like,' and then my man and 
I go off down the road in the moonlight to make 
love in the woods" (179). 
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The incompatibility of the two roles, Wt- i tet- and 

homemaker, and the subject positions they reflect is further 

suggested by Morag and Alice's relationships with their 

hLlsb':i:H1ds. Both Brooke and Peter appear to espouse the 

liberal humanist ideology of gender equality since they 

encourage their wives in their writing. Yet the amount of 

enCOLlt-agement each husband doles out is inversely 

proportionate to the seriousness with which each woman takes 

het- I'Jt" it i ng. Alice comments: 

"He encout-ages me and enCOLlt"ages me and encoLwages 
me then, when I'm really committed to my writing, 
really flying around out of the nest a bit, he 
says, "you't-e cold, you' t-ec;alling all the shots, 
you't-e neglecting me2-,,------;;-. The stt-onget .. I got the 
mot-e he tLlt"ned away ft-om me" (174). 

Both husbands are professors and are threatened by their 

wives' potential success. When Morag learns that her novel 

has been accepted ~or publication, she begins to regard 

herself as Brooke's equal. Brooke reacts to Morag's new 

found confidence and success with hostility and contempt. 

She recalls the following exchange: 

"I k now you know ii:\ 1. ot about nove 1 s. But I 



know something, as well. 
or teaching. 1I 

IIWith that insight~ 

take over my English 
Contemporary Novel? I"m 
an-anged ll (281). 

Di~ferent from reading 

perhaps you"d like to 
450 course in the 
sure it could be 
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theil'- wives" writing causes Brooke and Peter 

anxiety because they were accustomed to being the centre of 

t.heil·- wives" worlds. was vying with more 

than Alice"s work for this central position in her life. 

She comments to het- 'Ft-iend St:ella~ liThe childl'-en, my wad::. 

Artists are never always there' and mothers generally put 

chi 1 dt-en be·Fore husbands ll (161). That his wi~e's decision 

to become a writer is interpreted by Peter as a kind of 

personal rejection of himself is understood by Alice as she 

says, II It had not occun-ed to het- that F'etet- miqht be 

jec:~ICJus of het" Wt- it i ng II (21) • Although they initially 

tried to by supportive of their wives, Peter and Brooke 

ult.imately find this impossible. What appeared an innocuous 

creative outlet for their housewives begins to disrupt, in 

ways incomprehensible to Brooke and Peter~ the foundation of 

their belie~s regarding the nature of relationships between 

and women and, ultimately~ their conception of 

themselves. 

Because Peter is a product of a later generation 

than Bt-ooke, he appears to espouse the liberal humanist 

values much moreso than Morag's husband. Thus, unlike Morag 
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who recognizes the impossibility o~ complete equality in her 

relationships with men~ Alice believes not only that 

equality is possible but that it in fact exists in her 

relationship with Pete~. MOI"'eovet- , she assumes that the 

at-t-angement is mutually satis~actory. She is mistaken~ 

however, not only about her husband but about hersel~. 

Although Alice usurps certain conventionally male privileges 

by becoming a writer, she does nat wish to give up certain 

advantages that accompany her former position as a woman. 

Alice had always relied on Peter to be there~ like a rock, 

tied to her needs. Even when she con~ormed less and less to 

the traditional ~emale role, Alice, nevertheless, expected 

Peter to con~orm to her view o~ the traditional male role. 

Alice records a conversation with her friend, Stella: 

"I ast Octobet- he sa i d to me ~ You don't want a 
husband, you want a seeing-eye dog.' A very 
strange remark and I've been puzzling over it ever 
since." 

"He pt-obabl y meant you want a pt"otectm-, 
something as simple as that." 

"I don't know. With a blind person and a 
seeing-eye dog who's the master and who's the 
slave? The dog may be the 'protector' but it is 
also totally bound to the master's wishes. I 
think that·s more what Peter meant. That I relied 
on him absolutely - that he would always be there, 
totally bound to me and my wishes" (161). 

Thus, Alice saw that there were advantages to both the 

traditional and liberal humanist ideologies and tried to 

combine them in such a way as would most suit her various 

needs. Because Alice believed it possible to unite the two 
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ideologies and thereby ~cheive a uni~ied and harmonious 

subjectivity, it dismays her that her husband is unwilling 

to accept this new version o~ herself. 

Unlike Peter, Brooke is ~rom an earlier generation 

and does not openly espouse the liberal humanist ideology. 

Morag, however, still believes, that the promise of equality 

held out by this new ideology is possible in relationships 

with some men, if not her former husband. Unlike Alice, 

Morag does not want a seeing eye-dog. She is both 

frightened and amazed at times by her own strength. As a 

result, she embraces the new liberal humanist ideology more 

completely than does Alice. Years a~ter leaving her 

husband, Morag forms a relationship with an artist named 

1'1cRaith. Unlike her ex-husband, Brooke, Mcf':aith seems to 

treat Morag as an equal. He respects her desire to be a 

writer as well as the fact that she has her own mind and is 

not a~raid to stand up to him. On one such occasion McRaith 

tells I"'lorag, 

liMy God, you should realize how glad I am that 
you'll stand up to me. That you'll yell at me"if 
necessary. That's what's so bloody dif~icult with 
Bt-idie -- oh Mot-ag, love, I'm son-y, I must not 
talk about her to you. It is not fair to either 
of you. But sometimes I want to say to her-
sometimes I do say -- for chr"ist's sake, woman, 
don't sit there looking injured -- if you disagree 
with me, "say so._ Can't you see that's the one 
thing I value most c.iboLlt yoU?" (400). 

Despite McRaith's declarations which suggest his desire for 

an e~alitarian relationship, what Morag comes to realize in 
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time is that her relationship with McRaith is just as 

unequal as was her relationship with Brooke, al bei tin 

di-f-fet-ent ways. As the previous quotation reveals~ McRaith 

is married and it is only as his mistress, 

ovet-l ook i ng 

t"f=lationship, 

eqLlal i ty. 

the -FLlndamental 

that Mcn- ag is 

inequality 

allowed some 

that is by 

in their 

measut"e o-f 

Unlike Mc:Ra i t h' s wi-fe Bridie is very 

tt-aditional. She is content to be a wife and mother and 

does not seek out additional stimulation. That Bt- i die 

believes motherhood to be her exclusive role as a woman is 

underlined by the -fact that she has eight children. McRaith 

does not leave his wife -for Morag but continues to divide 

his time, unbeknown to his wi'Fe:, between the "libet-ated" 

Morag and the traditional Bridie. By allowing het-se I-f to 

become McRaith's mistress, Mm-ag is unwittingly 

participating in the masculinist power structure which 

accords men these sexual privileges. Morag realizes that 

McRaith needs his wife to -ful-fill a traditional feminine 

role in order to reassure him o-f his masculinity and all 

that entai Is. At the same time, however, Morag's strength 

o-f character and willingness to stand up to him act as an 

aphrodisiac for McRaith. They are not, however, the 

qualities he desires in a wife. In fact, if Morag were his 

wife, she imagines, "she WOLlld be eNpected to make the meals 
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and do the laundry for him as well as for herself and Pique~ 

(404). When, after three years, Morag finally meets Bridie, 

she t"!?a Ii zes, much to her surprise, that this woman, whom 

she had for three years seen as her antithesis, resembles 

het- in a profound way. The equality she enjoyed with 

McRaith was a delusion and she and Bridie, different as they 

might appear', are fellow victiMs of patriarchal ideology. 

Morag's affinity with Bridie is made evident during her 

brief first and only visit to McRaith's home in Crombruach 

village, Scotland. Morag is able to understand Bridie based 

on her few words and gestures better than McRaith is able 

to, even though McRaith and Bridie have been married for 

many yeat-s. Mot-ag wt-ites: 

Bridie's hands reach down for a second, in an 
automatic gesture~ as though she were about to 
wipe them on an apron which she now remembers she 
is not wearing. Morag's heart lurches and she 
finds het-self wanting to say I didn't meaILt..Q....hut-t 
y"'~f I did hut-t you; 1_ didn't know you ~.§..t:.§. 

het-e (410). 

Liberal Humanism -- Cure or Poison? 

Although Morag and Alice are capable of donning the 

qualities traditionally reserved for men and thus proving 

that the attributes associated with the terms masculine and 

feminine are free-floating signifiers, they are unable to 

escape the power hierarchy at the foundation of gendered 
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subjectivity. Despite the new "male" pt-ivileges she has 

been told she is allowed, Morag still continues to 

experience the powerlessness characteristic o-f women's 

traditional position in society. Morag, -for example, though 

unwilling to accept the conventional -feminine t~g.le-_ i n t he 

manner o-f Bridie is nevertheless unable to adapt the 

traditional masculine role as embodied by McRaith. The 

liberal humanist ideology o-f gender equality, although it 

sounds reasonable, -fails because it does nat take into 

consideration the which the notion o-f 

"-femininity/masculinity" has in suPPOt-t i ng the entit-e 

st:t-LtctUt-e o-f Western metaphysics. Thus, the liberal 

humanist ideology which both women embrace to varying 

degrees obscures their real relationship to power but does 

little to e-f-fect change. As Jonathan Culler observes, 

"A-f-firmation o·F equality will not. disl""Llpt the hierat-chy" 

( 166) • 

Morag and Alice come to realize that this subject 

position which they take up, this amalgamation of 

traditional and liberal humanist notions o-f -femininity, is 

one which is inherently contradictory. E:':pet- ience lidS 

taught them that a uni-fied subjectivity is not a possibility 

i-f they attempt to live according to the liberal humanist 

ideology_ The internal divisiveness and -frustration Morag 

and Alice experience as a result o-f their adherence to the 

v 
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new liberal humanist idealogy causes them to experience a 

nostalgia -for a "uni-fied and cohet-ent subjectivity within a 

-field o-f pleasure" (Light, 42) which may never have existed 

in reality but which, in times o-f inner con-flict, becomes 

their ideal. Bath women believe that their emotional (----,,-_ .... 
su-f-fering is a result o-f their inability to accept the 

traditional -female role and blame themselves, 

the -failure o-f their relationships with men. AlthoLtgh the 

world view represented in -fairy tales and romance -fantasies 

never truly existed -for these or any ather women, Morag and 

Alice at times believe that happiness may have been possible 

had they been able to live up to the -feminine ideal. 

In her despair a-fter the departure o-f her husbanrl, 

Alice is haunted by a desire -for the world view represented 

by romance -fantasies and conventional views o-f gender 

t-elat ions. The -frame section o-f Jntertidal Li-fe occurs 

seven years a-fter Alice's husband leaves her. At the 

beginning o-f the summer, she and her daughter, flora, draw 

up a long list o-f things they would like to do. Most of 

the summer, however, they spend lying on the beach reading 

Harlequin Romances. As a writer, Alice is aware o-f the lack 

o-f literary merit in romance novels and the objectionable 

values they t-ept-esent. She commen·ts, "On the inside covet-

o-f some o-f them there was a garland in which you could write 

yOLU" name: This Harlequin Romance is the property of 
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_____ .' Who would want to admit t-eading that stuff-?" 

( 16) • At the same time, Alice and her pubescent daughter 

are drawn to them. Both women are at a sexually insecure 

time of- lif-e and these novels allow them to participate 
---

vicariously in the sexual conf-idence of the heroine. In 

othet- t-espect.s, 

nov!? 1 s d i ffet-

however, Alice's reasons for reading these 

Flot-a's. Unlike Flat-a , Alice has 

already lived through the premarital phase continually 

rehearsed in these books and the promises for love and 

happiness held out by the ideology they inscribe proved for 

het- to be false. She comments to her daughter, "I don't 

know why I let you read such nonsense. Oh well, Madame 

Bo'{aa i~"5 a good antidote'" (14). By referring to Madame 

f!..rdY..iiU-Y c:\s an antidote, Alice is implying that r.:omances at-e a 

kind of- poison. And indeed, Flaubert's heroine literally 

takes poison when she discovers that the world view 

represented in romance novels is unavailable to het-. 

Alice's recommendation suggests that she, unl ike Flot-a, 

knows that these books are only fantasies. Yet, rather than 

the pot.entially toxic effect. t.hese books are likely to have 

on Flora, they act as a kind of elixir for Alice, nourishing 

her fantasies and allowing her a temporary escape from 

reality. After analyzing comments made by Harlequin Romance 

readers about why they enjoy these books, Janice Radway drew 

the following conclusions: 



Thus, 

These ~ew comments all hint at a certain sadness 
that many c~ the. • women seem to share because 
life has not given them all that it once promised. 
A deep-seated sense of betrayal also lurks behind 
their deceptively simple expressions of a need to 
believe in a fairy tale. . many of the women 
explained in the interviews that despite their 
disappointments, they feel refreshed and 
strengthened by their vicarious participation in a 
fantasy relationship where the heroine is 
frequently treated as they themselves would most 
like to be loved (130). 
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unlike other forms of discourse, Harlequin romances 

speak to Alice"s desire to be loved and allow her to 

temporarily escape from a world in which she believes the 

kind of love she desires and was taught to expect is no 

longer, nor was ever, possible. 

Despite their inadequacy and the new options open to 

them, discourses which depict traditional modes of 

femininity and gender relations continue to exert the 

greatest influence on the female psyche. Furthermore, the 

powerless position of women inscribed by traditional 

discourses is not significantly disturbed by liberal 

humanism. How can we account for the failure of this 

ideology to establish equality between the sexes? The new 

feminine subject position under the liberal humanist 

ideology is not new at all, but rather a transposition of 

the former masculine subject position. For a woman to 

occupy a strictly masculine subject position, as I noted 

earlier, is impossible since by definition such a woman is 

subversive. Moreover, for a woman to occupy a combination 
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of the masculine and feminine subject positions~ as Morag 

and Alice attempt to do~ is equally impossible because it 

denies the relationship between the two terms. f':athet- than 

positive terms existing in and of themselves, the notions of 

femininity and masculinity are defined in opposition to each 

The two terms are inextricably bound one to the 

other, totally dependent on one another for their meaning. 

Culler confirms this notion as he states~ "Vat-iOLIS 

discoLwses psychoanalytic, phi losophical, 

histen- ical have constituted a not~on of man by 

characterizing the feminine in terms that permit it to be 

set aside" (166). To be both selfless and self-centered, 

dominant and submissive, willing to sacrifice yourself for 

others and demand sacrifices from others, is to occupy the 

antithesis of a unified subject position. It is to be mad. 

Indeed~ as Belsey points out~ 

One way of responding to this situation is to 
retreat from the contradictions and from discourse 
itself, to become "sick" .- mot-e women than men at-e 
treated for mental illness. Another is to seek a 
resolution of the contradictions in the discourses 
of feminism (66). 

It is the latter which both Alice and Morag choose. The 

clash which occurs when Morag and Alice attempt to negotiate 

between the masculine and feminine subject positions exposes 

the previously imperceptible gaps and contradictions in both 

the traditional and liberal humanist ideologies. Both 

ideologies are exposed as social constructs whose main 



function is to legitimize and/or obscure the power of one 

gender over another. The traditional ideology does so by 

pretending that the gender relations are not only natural 

but advantageous to both men and women, the liberal humanist 

by professing the equivalent of a belief that both men and 

women can occupy the masculine subject position. 

~'athet- than opposing ideologies, t he I i be t- a I 

humanist and traditional ideologies are part of a larger 

belief system which they both serve to obscure. What these 

ideologies have in common is not what they ostensibly 

profess about the nature of gender relations, but what they 

ignore -- the powerless position of women in society. The 

liberal humanist ideology not only fails to alter the nature 

of power relations between the sexes glorified by the 

traditional ideology, but, by ostensibly regarding women as 

equal, it obscures the fundamentally different conditions of 

existence which women experience. In both ideologies, women 

at-e included undet" the t-Llbt-ic " man ", either becau~:;e they at-e 

seen as unimportant or as essentially the same. It is by 

examining the gaps and contradictions in these ideologies 

that Morag and Alice begin to discover the real workings of 

power at the heart of the seemingly innocuous discursive 

realities which inscribe them. As Chris Weedon points out, 

Although the subject. is SOCially constructed 
in discursive practices, she none the less acts as 
a thinking, feeling subject and social agent 
capable of resistance and innovations produced out 
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o~ the clash between contradictory subject 
positions and practices (125). 

Once the ideological ~og which has enshrouded their 

subjectivities has li~ted, Morag and Alice begin to see that 

whether they were participating in the traditional or the 

liberal humanist ideology, thei t" actual position was 

politically essentially the same: plus ca changf?_'L..-.I2Jus c'est 

1 a mE':me chose. As I have indicated, the liberal humanist 

ideology points out the extent to which attributes 

conventionally seen as essentially masculine or ~eminine are 

in ~act ~ree-~loating signi~iers which may be adopted by 

ei thet" gendet". Regardless o~ hew these human attributes are 

arranged, however, the balance o~ power is always accorded 

the masculine side e~ the tally. Beyond allowing women 

equal access to what have been conventionally considered 

male qualities and privileges, a ~undamental reassessment o~ 

the -fat"ces at wot"k in the constitution o~ gendered 

subjectivity and o~ the notion o~ subjectivity itsel~ is 

required i~ women (and men) are to become truly liberated. 



Chapter Two 

The Absence o~ an Essential Sel~ 

As I have indicated~ both the liberal humanist and 

the traditional ideologies are revealed to be aspects o~ a 

larger all-encompassing ideology. Derrida is use~ul in 

attempting to unravel some o~ the threads which make up its 

apparently seamless web. As he has shown~ binary 

oppositions are the keystone o~ Western metaphysics. 

Furthermore, these binary oppositions are inevitably 

hierarchical. Two terms or entities are conceived of as 

opposed in order that one term can be privileged at the 

expense of the other. The terms feminine and masculine are 

a case in point. Although women and men are anatomically 

dif~erent, it does not follow logically that they must 

possess opposing characteristics. The values these 

biological differences receive are cultural and arbitrary. 

While male/female is perhaps only one instance of this 

metaphysical tendency~ Culler notes, 

Some writers have claimed that [male/female] is 
the primordial opposition on which all others are 

34 
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based and that, as Helene Cixous puts it, the aim 
o~ logocentrism, though it could not admit it, has 
always been to ~ound phallogocentrism, to assure a 
rationale ~or a masculine order (165). 

Whethet- Ot- not masculine/~eminine is the originary 

opposition, the ubiquitous tendency in Western thought to 

divide concepts and experience into a series o~ hierarchical 

binary oppositions has ~acilitated, i~ not created, women's 

subordinate status. 

~ol1owing Fet-di nand de SaUSSLlt"e, 

Derrida reminds us that language is based on di~~erence and 

that nowhere is the meaning o~ a signi~ier sel~-identical 

and ~ully sel~-present as had previously been believed. 

Meaning exists not in the signi~iers themselves, but rather 

is generated by the di~~erences between signi~iers. As 

Sassure remarks, "Signs 'Function, then, not tht-ough theit-

intrinsic value but through their relative positionll (Quoted 

in Bf': 1 sey, 40) Because o~ this ~act about language, it is 

virtually impossible not to desct-ibe Ot- conceive of 

individual concepts except in terms o~ their degree o~ 

di~~erence or similarity to other concepts. I n a t-adical 

sensf'::, then, all thinking, whether we recognize it or not, 

can be described as analogical or metaphoric. As Geot-ge 

Eliot de~tly points out in her novel, The Millon the Flpss, 

II we can so seldom declat-e what a thing is, e)·(cept by saying 

it is something else" (209) • Similarly, there are several 

dictionary de~initions o~ words in Thomas' novel which 
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underline the ~act that the concepts which words evoke can 

only be understood in relation to other, di~~erent words. 

Thus, analogies, symbols, metaphors - - indeed, all ~igures 

o~ speech, can no longer be unproblematically viewed as 

vehicles ~or literal re~erents. fU 1 language is figural. 

As J. Hillis Millet" wt-ites, "No metaphor" ot- myth is a mere 

'symbolic convenience', separable ~rom the thought it 

embodies. It is the body o~ the thought, the sect-et 

genet-atot- of the concepts it incat-nates" ( 1 0) • Mot"eovet- , 

Eliot remarks in the same passage from which the previous 

quotation was taken, 

It is astonishing what a di~~erent result one gets 
by changing the metaphor! Once call the brain an 
intellectual stomach and one's ingenious 
conception of the classics and geometry as ploughs 
and harrows seems to settle nothing. But then it 
is open to some one else to follow great 
authorities and call the mind a sheet o~ white 
paper or a mirror, in which case one's knowledge 
of the digestive process becomes quite irrelevant. 
It was doubtless an ingenious idea to call the 
camel the ship o~ the desert, but it would hardly 
lead one ~ar in training the beast. 0 Aristotle! 
if you had had the advantage o~ being the freshest 
modern instead o~ the greatest ancient, would you 
not have mingled your praise o~ metaphorical 
speech as a sign of high intelligence, with a 
lamentation that intelligence so rarely shows 
itsel~ in speech without metaphor, - - that we can 
so seldom declare what a thing is, except by 
saying it is something else? (209). 

Thinking analogically, which is to say thinking itsel~, is 

an e~~ect o~ language and all language, including analogies, 

symbols and metaphors is rooted in culture and does not 

represent universal truths, ~ixed for all time. Such 



attempts at mastery~ Nietzsche and Derrida have argued, are 

~undamentally illusory. As Nietzsche says, "Ultimately.!!l.§ill 

~inds in things nothing but what htt himself has impot"ted 

into them. All knowledge is an expressiOn o~ the will to 

powet-" (Quoted in Selden, 98, emphasis added>. Language, 

there~ore, not only reflects our values and belie~s, but, 

because its contingent and arbitrary nature is suppressed, 

serves as a powerful means of reinforcing the dominant 

patriarchal ideology. 

Women's subordinate status, thLIS, has not. been 

ent.renched exclusively by the fact that she is considered 

the secondary term in the binary opposition man/woman, but 

also by 

concepts. 

her analogous alignment with other secondary 

Toril Moi points out that sexual analogy is 

commonly used to classify experience and women are 

analogously aligned with the negative powerless instance of 

t he end 1 ~2S~5 series o~ hierarchical binary oppositions 

characteristic of Western philosophy ( 1(4) • In these 

novels, both Morag and Alice examine the extent to which the 

analogic and binary thought patterns of patriarchal ideology 

have de'Fined and limi ted them. Furt het"mot"e, they 

demonstrate the instability of the ground on which this 

thinking is based and in so doing unwrench the monological 

patriarchal discourses whose systems of metaphors, symbols 

and logic have constituted a notion of woman which has 
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validated her oppressed status. 

In order to throw into relief the latent tendency in 

our culture to confuse culturally-determined analogies with 

universal truths, Morag and Alice focus on the seventeenth 

century, during which time this ideology was manifest. It 

was exemplified by a belief in correspondences between 

different ontological planes. This belief lead to a 

conception of a social order which is grounded in the 

According to this system, the human world is 

contiguous with the natural world. Both were believed to 

exhibit elements which could be hierarchically arranged in 

what is known as the Great Chain of Being. This totalizing 

tendency has resulted in making oppression seem ~atural. 

While this view is repudiated by most scholars and 

laypersons alike, associating it with other less enlightened 

ages, both Intertidal_1-ife .. _and The Divinet"~L-e:·(pose the 

extent to which a belief in an ordered universe has lost 

neither its appeal nor its influence. 

Both authors suggest that we have not progressed 

much beyond the seventeenth century despite what we may 

think. 

both 

Laurence, for example, focuses on John Donne (a poet 

women ·feel exemplifies this seventeenth-century 

metaphysic) in order to convey the 

changed little in the last 

notion that thought has 

three centuries. MOl'" ag 

identifies with the apostrophized lover in Donne's poem, 
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"The Canorli zat ion". The writer records an exchange between 

herself and her professor during her seventeenth-century 

English class. Mot"ag wt"ites, 

"Fot- God's sake hal d your' tongue and let me 
love." That's a ver"y cruel line. Supposing the 
lady had been able to write poetry -- I mean, you 
wonder- what she might have said to him." 

"You would not take kindly, Miss Gunn, to 
be asked to hold your tongue? 

. " No . No, I wou 1 d not." 
"Well, quite r"ight, too . But Donne, 

surely, must be seen as a man of his historical 
time" (208). 

Unknown to Morag, this professor will I ater become he I'" 

oppressive husband, rein~orcing how little the times have 

actually changed. Both novels suggest that we are still in 

the wake of the Copernican revolution begun in the 

seventeenth-century. By suggesting that the earth can no 

longer be considered the centre o~ our conceptual universe, 

Copernicus began a process of conceptual decentering which 

is still going on today. Alice con~irms this notion when 

she wt-ites, 

"what's happening to men and women today is just 
as exciting and terri~ying as the discovery that 
the earth was round, not ~lat or even that the 
earth was not the centre o~ the universe but just 
palrt o·f a solat- system" (171). 

The residual effects of this seventeenth-century 

metaphysic are particularly evident in the tenacity of 

received attiturles toward women and men. In ot-dar- to 

emphasize the fact that women and men are thought of in 
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terms o~ other entities to which they are thought to 

correspond, Thomas examines Western civilization's attitudes 

toward the sun and moon. Women have always been believed to 

have a natural connection with the moon and men, the sun. 

J.E. Cirlot confirms this mystical hypothesis in his book a 
Dictionary of Symbols in which he states: 

It i!5 a well known fact that. "solat" passion", 
so to speak, with its heroic and fierce character, 
.!; lear.l.Y.. had to be ':\!5simi lated to the mascul i ne 
principle, and the pale, delicate nature of lunar 
light, with its connexion with the waters of the 
ocean (and the rhythm of women), obviously had to 
be classified as feminine. These equations are 
certainly not constant; but the exceptions do not 
invalidate the essential truth of this symbolism 
(318) • 

While there may in fact be a similarity between women's 

menstrual cycles and the moon's phases, the signi-Ficance 

given to this coincidence is by no means self-evident. 

Furthermore, the values and qualities ascribed to the moon 

and analogously to women, an:? cuI tUt" a I 

constructs designed to validate male superiority and 

dominance. Joan Coldwell in het" essay "Natural Het"stot"y and 

Int.et"tidal Li'F~", confi tOms thi~::; notion that women's 

association with the moon is purely cultural. She states 

(And the moon up there, 

female, shining always by reflected light, dependant on the 

sun) -- emphasizes woman's relative powerlessness in a man's 

wOt"1 d" ( 142) " The u!:.~e o·F t. he welt" d "emphas i zes", howe\/er, 

ignores the possibility that this symbolic association 
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between women and the moon may in ~act contribute to i~ not 

create women's oppressed status by causing it to seem 

natur-al. All attempts to align the conceptual or physical 

universe along the lines o~ gender serve to further entrench 

r-ece i ved ideas about gender- and ther-e~ore the 

phallogocentrism o~ Western ideology. Coldwell mor-e 

explicitly ~alls back on analogical thinking when she speaks 

o~ Al ice's eventual "physiolog ict:'-Il link" with "the moon's 

cycles and the tides" (141). She con~lates Alice's desire 

~or the ontological stability of the natural order with its 

possibility. Women's linkage with the moon and the 

qualities they are perceived to share re~lects a belie~ in a 

transcendental truth beyond the political and social 

realities o~ women's lives. 

seen as 

signi~ier 

a motivated 

"moon" and 

symbol 

the 

In ot he 1'"' wor- ds ~ the moon is 

in which the gap between the 

signi~ied meanings such as 

dependency, inferiority, and powerlessness, has been closed 

and meaning has been ~ixed ~or all time. 

Alice unsettles this totalizing scheme by examining 

the extent to which signi~iers like "sun' and "moon' could 

be said to connote completely opposite and unconventional 

signi~ieds. As Coldwell points out, the moon can not only 

be said to symbolize women's powerlessness, it can also 

suggest the opposite -- men's power. She states, "It was as 

i~ Peter had a dark magnetic pu 11 wher-eby he ev~:':!n 
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appropriated the powers o~ the "~emale' moon, drawing the 

women to him "-as surely as though he contt"olled the tide'" 

( 143) • Alice ~urther unsettles the traditional hierarchical 

thought patterns by establishing a link between women and 

the sun. She records a conversation between hersel~ and her 

two ~riends, Trudl and Stella: 

"But i '\: ' s a bit c h, is n' t it? All t h is 
bleeding and Tampa:.: and pt"egnancy stLl~~." 

"OLlt" sistet" moon doesn' t have to go tht"ough 
any o~ that!" 

"No. It"s the sun that bleeds, isn't it, 
act"oss the sky. But-s"ts and bleeds" (195). 

This passage re~lects Alice's desire to participate in the 

"solar" pfJWet" tt-adi tionally t"eset"ved -fat- men whi Ie at the 

same time shows her exercising that power -- participating 

in the creation o~ meaning. Despite Cirlot's mani~est and 

Coldwell's latent asset-t ions to t:he the 

inessentiality o~ the traditional equation woman-moon/man-

sun might in fact be proven by the exceptions. Thus, the 

sun and moon can no longer be unproblematically used as a 

ground for the oppositional nature o~ men and women. The 

implication that women resemble the moon and men the sun 

more closely than they resemble each other is an example of 

the great lengths to which patriarchal logic must go in 

ordet" to suppt"ess the genders' much more obvious 

s i mil a t- it i es. 

There are various ways in which patriarchal logic 

validates the woman-moon/man-sun correspondence. The fact 
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that the moen shines by re~lecting the sun's light has led 

to the belie~ in the moon's passive and the sun's active 

natut-e. Thus, women and men are analogously seen as passive 

and active t-espec-t i ve I y. By exposing the essential 

instability o~ the woman-moon/man-sun equation, Alice is 

simultaneously throwing into question the naturalness o~ the 

belief in women's passive and men's active natures. 

Thomas de~tly employs the patriarchal logic used to 

ascribe women a passive and men an active nature in order to 

show the arbitrariness of such connections. The -fact that 

the mopn shines only by re~lected light has traditionally 

been interpreted as a testimony to its passive nature. 

Alice, however, recognizes the arbitrary association between 

the signi~i(;;!t- "moon" and the signified "passive". If the 

meaning o~ the moon is to be truly grounded in its 

speci~icity, than it should logically signi~y a re~lective 

rather than a passive nature. In this way, Alice exposes 

the extent to which the moon is a ideologically rather than 

a naturally motivated symbol and in so doing is able to co-

opt it for her own polemical purposes. Thus, she gives the 

moon, and by analogy women, a new positive currency based on 

her belie~ in their reflective rather than passive natures. 

The notion o~ reflection, like that o~ the woman 

writer, is disruptive because it is able to comprehend both 

sides o~ the passive/active opposition. Alice and Mm-ag, 
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-fOt" e:·:ample, are re+lective in both the active and passive 

senses 0+ the word. Characteristic 0+ their "in between" 

position as women Wt" i tet-s, Alice and Morag can both 

passively re-flect the phallocentric version o-f reality 

offered them and actively participate in its recreation. 

Like t:he concept of "n:':!f I ect i veness" , that of 

"wt-iting" is also a rhetorically reversible signifier 

capable of straddling the active/passive opposition. The 

signii=iet- "wt-iting" tab?s on eithet" passive Ot- active 

connotations depending on the gender 0+ the person who 

pet"-Fot-ms it. Thus, women writers are seen as pas~ive, men, 

active. Writing takes on these two opposite associations 

because the writer and the writing are believed to be 

inextricably linked. Women have traditionally been 

relegated to a domestic sphere of experience which has been 

devalued by the dominant ideology. Thus, women's writing is 

also t"e(Jat"df=d as "domestic" in the sense of being limi"l:ed in 

its scope and ability to convey universal "tt"uths" • 

Alice's own metaphors to describe the writing process 

rein-Force the perceived connection between women's domestic 

lives and their writing. She Wt" i tes, 

Alice and Stella were talking about writing. 
"Dh, I don't know," Alice said to Stella, 
"it's a funny fE~eling -- like knowing just 

when the bread has risen enough -- or maybe even 
baked enough. A kind of knowing' anyway, that 
you' ne d(Jing it t"ight. II Then she laughed. 

"But somt":lt i mes that· s an ill LIS i on. You 
but- nit Ot" it's undet" done 0"" soggy - "- a mess. II 



"And then?" 
"And then I ct-umple it all up and use it to 

stat-t the -fit-e" (164). 

4~j 

women's writing, like women in general, is 

m·:ymm-onically thought to be a "passive activity". When 

Morag is living in Vancouver, her -first novel is published. 

Her landlady, Maggie Tel-fer, is curious as to the source of 

Morag's new found income. Morag wt-it.es, 

Maggie Tel-fer is suspicious, obviously thinking 
that such a pregnant lady cannot have suddenly 
become a hustler, but i-f not that, what? 

"You have come into some money. deat-?" she 
enquires. Morag explains, but guardedly. 

"Think o-f t·hat," Mt-s. Tel-fet- says. "That 
guy said you were an author, but naturally I never 
believed him." 

"Oh, natLn-ally." 
"Well," Maggie says, sighing he-ftily, "it 

must be nice to be able to earn a living just 
sitting there (321). 

Similarly, Alice's husband, Petet- , shares this view that 

when women are writing they are being passive. Alice 

comments, "Petel·- said that when she picked up a pen she was 

"naturally stoned' and she -found the t-emat-k insulting" 

( l35) • 

While bath Morag and Alice may refuse to accept that 

when they at-e wt-iting they ar-e "just sitting ther-e" Ot-

"naturally stoned", these phrases do seem to represent to 

them the gestalt o-f their lives. As mothers and writers, 

these women often see themselves to be suf-fering from a kind 

of inet-tia. As Alice notes, "Women cH-en't encout-aged to 
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take t- isks" (161). Women are often enmeshed in familial 

responsibilities which inhibit their freedom and make them 

feel passive. Alice wt-ites". 

But one went on a true quest alone and, except for 
magical and divine intervention~ one fought the 
terror of the dark wood alone. One didn't bring 
three kids a lame dog and a spiteful cat (141). 

While writing for women is diagnosed as passive, 

writing for men is seen as the ultimate activity. Men's 

lives, unlike women's, are considered active. Gr-eat wOI"-ks 

of fiction are believed to originate largely from the 

adventures men experience in their lives~ ~dventures which 

are denied to women. The one socially sanctioned adventure 

in a woman's life is attracting and winning a man. As the 

literary canon reminds us~ this is not considered a subject 

for Fut-t het"" mor-e, Wt- i ter-s have 

conventionally been seen as men who are imbued with special 

powers which enable them to actively create worlds through 

the i t- wor- ds . As c t-eatot-s, male writers are analogously 

aligned with God. Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar point out 

They wr-ite, "God 

the Father both engenders the cosmos and. . wr-ites the 

Book of Nature: bot h tt-opes desc r- i be a sing 1 e act of 

cr-"eation" ( 6, emphasis added). The connection between 

authorship and godliness is made explicit in the title of 

Laut-ence's novel, lJaEL12ivin~...t:.§.. In so doing, Laurence has 
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made evident her desire ~or the authorial power and prestige 

which her male counterparts have always enjoyed. Al ice 

~urther unsettles this woman-passive/man-active opposition 

by once again rigorously employing patriarchal logic in 

order to reveal its arbitrary nature. ~':eca 11 i ng the 

Churching o~ Women ceremony in England, Alicp writes: 

And the Minister who delivereth the 
Cup shall say, 

The Blood o~ our Lord Jesus Christ which was shed 
~or thee, preserve thy body and soul unto 
everlasting li~e. Drink this in remembrance that 
Christ's Blood was shed ~or thee, and 

be thank·Ful. 
(said to the 
partakers o~ his most blessed body and blood.) 
Why did we not put our hands between our legs, 
show him our blood. 
"Dt-ink this in t-emembt-ancc,2." 

For the word is not made ~lesh, it's the 
other way around. The ~lesh made word, or rather, 
in the beginning, made cry, made howl (53). 

Although women play the largest role in (pro)creation, their 

analogous relationship wit.h divinity is repressed in 

patriarchal religions and cultures. FLWt. het-mOt-E~, it is not 

only the sun but also Christ who bleeds and there~ore shares 

a commonality with women rather than men. 

While activity is t.raditionally believed to be an 

attribute o~ men and passivity o~ women, Alice observes that 

t.he reverse could equally be said to be true. Pe:\ssivity, 

~Ot- Alice, is exempli~ied not by hersel~ and her ~emale 

~riends but by Peter and the ot.her (mostly male) dope-

smoking hippies who inhabit the island. The adhet-ents ·to 
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this " micr-ocultut"(:" appear- to espouse ver-y diffet-ent values 

from the rest of society. Their oppositional nature, 

however~ may be more apparent than real. As Alice comments, 

"Although thet-e wet"e postet-s evelo-ywhere, Alice did not see 

signs of anyone mat-ching to the beat of a differ-ent dr-ummet-" 

(201) .. In many respects, this group is a microcosm of 

Western civilization and as such throws into relief one of 

its c:entt-aJ., t houg h 1 at.ent, att.t"ibut~}s its seat-ch for 

and belief in a systematic and ordered universe. Alice 

comments of t.he hippies, 

Moon. (But the moon only shining by t-eflection) II (274). 

The hippies confuse the ontological status of these 

celestial objects with their own. This fact represents an 

inauthentic desire in the Sartrean sense to avoid the human 

condition. Mot"(:ovet-, it is this object-like passivity which 

makes Alice afraid for the world. Alice states, lilt would 

be hard to take a stand on anything if you were always 

sitting with your back against a log, your eyes closed, just 

be i ng" II ( 135) • 

Despite their mystical desires to form part of an 

integrated universe, what is also apparent to Alice are the 

attributes of the sun and moon which the hippies make no 

effort to analogously resemble. Alice comments, "thet-e's 

something so passive about what"s going on now. n Thet-Eo!' s 

no real spirit of adventure; there's no reflection either 
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put-el y 

oPPot-tuni st. ic. They ignore the behavioral analogies which 

could be derived ~rcm observing the sun and moon, such as 

spiritedness and re~lectiveness, and instead ~ocus on the 

already existing cultural values which these entities seem 

to validate. Their selective attention ~urther engenders 

male dominance. Thus, Alice suggests, passivity, not as it 

is traditionally conceived o~ as an innate attribute o~ 

women but rather as an unreflective acceptance o~ the power 

structures in society can lead to a political quietude which 

jeopardizes all our rights and ~reedoms. 

As the hippies make evident, the des i tOe ~ot-

integration into an analogous and ordered universe is 

ultimately a desire to e~·:isting social 

structures and there~ore a masculinist desire for power and 

authority. In order for the universe to be ordered, it must 

be anchot-ed. There must be a centre, otherwise, everything 

would be relative. The centre is of course God, and by 

analogy, man who is create~ in his image. Although men who 

are writers perhaps come closest to divinity, all men 

partake to some extent o~ this privileged central position. 

Alice's estranged husband Peter, whol is an art teacher, 

decides to teach Alice's two best ~riends on the island how 

to paint. He suggests that they all three paint a mandala. 

According to Cirlot, "the mandala always alludes to the 
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concept of Centre • it takes its inspiration from the 

mystic longing for some sup.--eme integration" (201). The 

"man "dala is aptly named. Peter becomes the centre of the 

little group flanked by his admirers, Alice"s friends, Trudl 

and Stella. Alice's wt-ites, "Stella showed Alice a dt-awing 

she had made in her journal~ Peter in the middle with his 

atoms anJund SteIl a and Tt-ud 1" (191). Thus, this belief in 

an analogous and integrated universe with man as its centre 

allows women to be characterized as marginal and therefore 

set aside as unimportant. 

This notion of women as marginal is imaged in Thomas' 

novel by the heroine's affinity for and association with 

islands, non-essential pieces of land dependent on the main. 

Alice lives on an island off the coast of British Columbia. 

Although Manawaka, the town where Morag was raised, is 

located in the most landlocked part of the continent, it is 

island-like in that it is isolated from all major centres. 

After living in the major centres of Toronto, VanC(Juvet" and 

London, Eng land, Morag eventually settles on a farm at 

McConnell's Landing, Ontario which, like Manawaka, is remote 

from urban centres. Morag and Alice's sense of themselves 

as marginalized according to an ideological map IS 

concretized by their obvious marginalization in geography. 

Morag and Alice's peripheral position is further 

evident in that, like most women, they are largely isolated 
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from the economic power structures of society. Du t" i ng the i t" 

marriages, both women's primary role is that of housewife 

and as such, Morag and Alice are financially dependant on 

thei t" husbands. Althciugh they are writing during their 

mat" t" i ages ~ neither woman makes enough money to support 

het-se If. As a result of its low to non-existent monetary 

value~ wt-iting is not considet"ed a "t-eal" occup,ation, 

especially if it is done by women. Alice comments regarding 

her separation agreement, 

Alice noticed that the document said "Petel-- Hoyle, 
teachet"" and undet"n<'2ath, "AI ice Hoyle, housewife." 
She borrowed one of Hannah's pens and crossed that 
out, that housewife business. "Wt"itet"". Then she 
wrote a letter to the lawyer and enclosed the 
agreement saying that she had no intention of 
signing until the document had been officially 
changed (157). 

After the break-up of their marriages, Morag and Alice are 

both in financial difficulty. Morag and the divorce law at 

the time both agree that she is not entitled to any of 

"Bt-ooke' s" money because she is cat" toy i ng anot het" man's 

child. Furthermore, Morag's pregnancy inhibits her ability 

to make a living. She is forced to quit her job as a typist 

and accept a much lower paying one as a cook and cleaner in 

a boat"ding house which she t-e-fet-s to as "bleak house". 

I"IOt-ag cClmments, 

Why had she imagined that 
after and support a kid on her own? 
a perfectly natural notion at the 
seems met-ely lunacy. She will 

she cDuld look 
I t had seemc~d 

time. Now it 
have to go on 
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necessary. What 
child? (317). 

But 
will 

of course she will, if 
happen to her and to the 

Alice also experiences financial difficulty after her 

marriage break-up. She refuses to take what she refers to 

as "1:he old alimony-and-accusation t"oute" pt"e-Fet"t"ing instead 

to at least try to be independent. Alice comments, "I 

couldn't take money from a man who didn't love me. I ItJas so 

emotionally dependent on him that I was afraid to be 

financially dependent on him too" (177). Moreover, Alice"s 

low self-esteem after her husband leaves her allows her to 

be persuaded not to demand money from her husband. She 

Wt" i tes: 

We don"t want to bicker about money. After all, 
as he says, that"s not the kind of marriage we 
had. I murmur no, no of course not, grateful, 
g.ratet-:ul! that he can say something positive about 
our marriage. Now I sit here in bed, radio turned 
low, candle flickering, wondering why I didn"t get 
a good lawyer and hit him for everything he's got. 
"We didn't have that kind of man"iage . " What 
kind did we have, then, tell me you asshole. Here 
I am on this island with three kids and a drafty 
house with no inside doors, no erivacy for any of 
LIS in OUt" shock and gt"ief" (40). 

Because they are relegated to the margins, women are 

analogously equated with other politically marginalized 

gt"ou.ps. Both Alice and Morag, identify with 

dispossessed and imperialized peoples such as Canada's 

native population. The marginalization of the Metis is 
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suggested in The Diviners by the fact that they live on the 

outskirts of town and in that way share the status of the 

town's gal·-bage. The similarities between women's treatment 

under patriarchy and colonized peoples under imperialism is 

made explicit by Alice. She tells her friends~ 

"Women have let men define them, taken theil'- names 
even, with marriage, just like a conquered or 
newly settled n::~gion~ Ett-itish Columbia, Ikiti§.,b 
Gu iana, Nek-!, Ot-leans, Nek-!, Jet-sey, ):.lew Ft-ance, New 
England, etcetera. I really understand all those 
African nations taking new names with their 
independence, names that relate to their racial 
histm-y. Also the Aft-o-Amet-icans and the Indians" 
(171). 

Conquered peoples have been denied the right to name and 

thus define themselves in order that they may be constituted 

as civilization's Other. According to Steven Connor in 

Postmodernist Cul~u(e these places are often represented 

in ways that simultaneously bring these regions 
into being for Europe, fulfill its need for 
psychological and political centering~ and silence 
any attempts at self-definition by these people 
and their post-colonial descendants (232). 

Women, Alice suggests, fulfill a similar role for men. 



Chapter Three 

Women (as) Frame 

By positioning women on the periphery, men are 

perceived as stable and uni~ied, possessing ~ull sel~-

iden-tity. Rather than men's ~ully present and sel~-

identical opposite as they are traditionally conceived, 

however, this conceptual map with women on the margins and 

men in the centre suggests that women ~unction as a kind o~ 

Derrida has remarked on the indeterminacy o~ 

the ~t-ame. "Thet-e is ~t-aming," asset-ts Den-ida, 

~t"-ame does not e:-:ist" (Quoted in eu 11 et-, 197). 

"but the 

In othet-

words, ~rames become part o~ the background and part o~ what 

is inside the ~rame. In this way, women unsettle the 

inside/outside opposition necessary to the patt-iat-chal 

schema by comprehending both sides of the equation. 

*** 

One o~ the ways in which women, as ~rames, become 

54 
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part o~ men's background is that they are aligned with 

natut"e. Nature has traditionally been conceived o~ in 

typical male narratives as something to be conquered and 

drJmi nated. Ct"aig Owens describes these tales as, 

"nan"atives o-f master"y; o~ man seeking his telos in the 

conquest o~ natLlt"'e" (65). Alice's desire -for adventure in 

the traditional masculine sense is suggested by the 

epigraphs in Intertidal life which are taken ~rom A Spanish 

V0::i..age to VanfoLIVet" , the book Alice is reading during the 

summer which constitutes the frame section o~ the novel. By 

marginalizing in the novel that which has traditionally been 

perceived as central -- narratives o~ male mastery -- and 

centralizing that which has been constituted as peripheral-

- the emotional and physical reality o~ women's lives--

Thomas has demonstrated the fundamental instability o~ this 

traditional opposition. 

Al t.hough, on one level Alice desires adventure, on 

another she ~eels ambiguous about this type o~ activity 

since women are analogously equated with the land which is 

be i ng c(Jnquet"ed. Alice comments: 

The turn o~ women, now, to go exploring? Do we 
want to remain like John Donne's mistress, passive 
-" - "She is all States/and all F't"inces, I" - m" 
like the woman in the dress made up o-f a map, the 
one we sang about at summer camp and thought we 
were being so naughty: 

Her back was BRAZIL 
Her breast was BUNKER HILL 
And just a little bit 

Below 
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Wa s BOf':NEO (70). 

Alice's response to the televised ~irst moon landing 

re~lects her identification with the violated moon. "Alice 

-felt ft-ightened it was as though the earth were doing 

something it had no t-ight to do" (16). Because women occupy 

the subject position of the conquered rather than the 

conqueror, Alice has dif-ficulty imagining women, least of 

on any real adventures. Furthermore, women's 

very different circumstances raise practical as well as 

existential concerns. SI"le comments, 

Would we take our children with us, on these 
voyages of discovery? 

FIRST MOM ON THE MOON 

Would our lovers wait faith-fully ~or us until we 
retLn-ned? (Would we t-eally want to go?) (70). 

This parenthetical question is central to the problem of 

women's subject position. They can neither totally reject 

nor accept either o-f the two subject positions o-f-fered them 

and as a result feel divided from themselves. 

*** 

Women are also conceived of as the border which 

separates men from animals and as such women and animals are 

often analogously equated. Like animals, women are seen as 

subservient to men and are trained to perform in ways which 
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men deem desirable. Morag recognizes this fact when, after 

obset"ving the other" women at a local dance, she asks, "Does 

she really want to join the circus, be a performing filly 

going through her prancing paces?" (164). Furthermore, like 

nature, animals are seen as something to be possessed and 

c:onquer-E!d. Mor-ag descr"ibes these men as "contemptuous of 

the girls they are trying to make. Not as though it might 

be something they both want to do, but only as though the 

girl were a mare to be mounted by a studhorse" (164). 

This equation between women and animals is also 

carried out in more subtle ways. In fact, often the obverse 

of the denigration implied by this equation seems to be the 

case, as for example, in celebrations of the Virgin Mary. 

This ideal of womanhood, Causes actual women to 

suffer by comparison. Alice records her thoughts during the 

Churching of Women ceremony in England. She wr" i tes, "After" 

the Immaculate Conception, the maculate delivery, pushing 

and gl"·unting and lowing like the beasts in the manger" 

(52). The fact that Christianity ignores and represses 

certain physical realities of women's lives and bodies, such 

as that which Alice describes, reinforces a disgust for 

actual women and a tendency to see them as subhuman. 

*** 
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Along with nature and animals, women also -form part 

o-f men's 

chi ldt-en. 

background in that they are con-flated with 

Since the moon is dependent on men -for its light, 

women, by analogy, are believed to be naturally dependent on 

men. This postUlate allows women to be equated with truly 

dependent individuals, childn:m. Patt- iat-chal logic 

encourages this view o-f women -for many reasons. 

uncom-fortable with women's adult status partly because o-f 

its perceived synonymity with motherhood. Women, because 

o-F theil-

chi I dnm; 

children. 

anomaly. 

larger role in procreation, are seen in terms o-f 

either as children themselves or as having 

The childless adult woman is considered an 

Thus, by acknowledging their wives as adults, men 

run the risk o-f con-fusing them with their own mothers. This 

unconscious con-fusion between their wives and their mothers 

has the potential to cause in men a resur-facing o-f their 

repressed Oedipal desires. In an attempt to avoid such a 

resur-facing, Morag's husband, Brooke, takes great pains to 

convince himself of his wi-fe's childlike status. For 

e:-:ample, he a-f-fect.ionately I-"efet-s to Mot-ag as "child". What 

Brooke likes most about his wife is what he considers to be 

het- "myster i ous non--e:-: i sten-t past". He comments to Morag, 

"It's as though you en-e stat-ting life now, newly" (212). In 

so dOing, Brooke -forces Morag t.o deny her past and her lack 

o-f innocence and literally become his child. Fut-t he t-mot- e, 
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in order to ensure Morag remains a child, Brooke denies her 

one. 

Despite these e~~orts to disavow his wi~e's adult 

status and thereby repress his Oedipal desires, Brooke's 

~antasies return to him on occasion in the ~ot-m o~ 

nightmar-es. He in repeatedly haunted by the quasi-sexual 

relationship he had with his nanny when he was a child. 

Brooke was punished by his ~ather and made to ~eel guilty 

for this relationship. Thus, the trauma o~ this event has 

inhibited his ability to progress beyond this Oedipal stage 

o~ development. Paradoxically, the ~act that Brooke denies 

Morag a child actually serves to rehearse his childhood 

~antasies. Because Morag remains childless, Bt-ooke is able 

to remain her little boy without having to compete with a 

~ather or other siblings for her attention. 

Alice's husband Peter experiences similar internal 

con~licts. Although Peter does not ~orbid Alice from having 

chi I dnm, Alice notices that his ~eelings towards her 

changed after she became a mother. She Wt- i tes: 

"I think," Alice said, that the minutE? I 
became a mother he was unable to love me anymore. 
f':omantically, I mean." 

"You mean because you lo~;t YOUt- ~igure?' 

Of course Stella would ask that. 
"Oh I didn't, not. ·Fat- yeat-s. No, nothing 

like that. I mean becausf?:! he hated hi sown --- she 
was so uptight about sex. Mothers and ~at.hers 
shouldn't be genit.ally oriented. Got to get on 
with it. Life, don't you know. First acts over, 
now we' ne into t.he heavy stu~f" (154). 
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Alice unwittingly encourages this con~usion in Peter between 

hersel~ and his mother. Her tendency to mother her husband 

becomes exaggerated a~ter their marriage break-up. Alice 

records a conversation between hersel~ and Stella. She 

wt-ites, 

"I-F you had left him completely then you 
might have got him back." 

"Why?" 
"You made it all vet-y easy fot-- him. 

Actua 11 y you behaved 1 ike a mot het-. " 
"A Mothet"!" 
"SLlt"e. We 11 an idea 1 wi f:e, anyway. You 

allowed him to do as he pleased~ go where he would 
and come back anytime, all is forgiven. So 
civilized. So understanding. You wouldn't even 
take his money" (177). 

Yet~ in other ways, Alice re~uses to act the part o~ the 

ideal mothet". Peter is jealous of her writing and her 

children, both o~ which compete with him ~or her attention. 

The women with whom Peter becomes seriously involved during 

and a~ter his marriage, Anne-Marie and Stella in particular, 

an:? childless, ambitionless and tend to display a greater 

child-like dependency on others. Thus, re~using to mother 

him, they nonetheless in some ways act the part o~ the 

per~ect mother by devoting all their attention to Peter. 

This combination o~ childlike traits encouraged in women 

allows men to paradoxically remain children themselves. 

In order that women can be unproblematically viewed 

as childlike, they are encouraged to be dependent, helpless 

and to avoid responsibility. These qualities are often 
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exhibited by women because they experience a nostalgia ~or 

childhood, a time o~ security. "When she was a young 

child", Mm-ag wt-ites, "she used to believe that evet-ything 

would be alright once she was grown up and nobody could tell 

het- what to do. Now she wishes somebody could tell her what 

t.o do" ( 168) u Similarly Alice writ.es: 

She ~elt alien and a~raid and pulled her wool cape 
closer to her. Walking the quiet streets, the 
yellow lights o~ the houses as innocent as butter 
pats. Dragging her steps a little wishing some 
Great Parent would swoop down and gather her up 
wi th a Ct-y o~ "Dh .t.h§L~ you al'-e" and tuck r'let- into 
bed and kiss her cheek and tell her the world 
would soon be alright again (123). 

Women are encouraged to remain in this child-like state by 

the dominant ideology which obscures the cost to women o~ 

remaining in this emotionally immatut-e, dependent: and 

powerless position. The consequences o~ trying to live up 

to the feminine ideal by remaining in a childlike state are 

brought home to Morag when she attends her step-mother, 

Pt-in's, f:unet-al. Prin's ~ull name, Princess, points to the 

fairy-tale expectations which those who named her, and 

consequently perhaps Prin hersel~, had for her li~e. The 

i::\fllputat ion o'f the last syllable of Prin's name is 

appropriate since it suggests Prin's stunted personal and 

emotional growth as well as her unfulfilled expectations o~ 

li~e. Prin did not live happily ever after, but instead was 

destined ~or a life of poverty and degradation as the 

uneducated wi~e o~ the town"s garbage collector. Call ~:?d 
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simple all her life, Prin tried to insulate herself from the 

world in rolls of fat and ultimately experienced an untimely 

death from premature senility. Morag wonders how long Prin 

had been senil<:_ The implication is that in some t-espects 

Prin has been senile all het- life. In other words, the 

abdication of responsibility encouraged by society is not 

only reminiscent of childhood, it also looks forward to 

senility. Unlike childhood, senility has no positive 

associations. Thus, by comparing the position women are 

encouraged to assume with that of the elderly rather than 

with childt-en, the nostalgic enticement is removed and the 

political and personal implications of women's status can be 

examined objectively. 

This childlike status, rather than natural in women, 

is shown to be in direct conflict with their t-oles as 

mothet-s. The reality of most women's lives suggests that 

the benefits of childhood are unly ever a memory since they 

have children of their own who are dependent on them, 

forcing them to become adults. Laurence uses pregnancy and 

bit-th as a tt-ope in Ihe_Di'{i..r1et""S to focus on the 

inextricable connection between adulthood and motherhood. 

After leaving Brooke, Morag continues to be doubtful about 

her ability to survive financially and emotionally on her 

own. She is unable to return to Brooke even if she wanted 

to, however, since she has become pregnant by another man. 
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A~ter years o~ being treated like a child, Morag ~inally has 

a child o~ her own, and in 50 doing gives birth to hersel~ 

as an adult. The absence o~ a man to depend on does not 

create Morag's new sense o~ herself a5 an adult, but rather 

throws it into relief. Motherhood, on the other hand, which 

ha5 traditionally been a mark Q~ women's in~eriority, acts 

as a catalyst 

and adulthood. 

in Morag's development towards independence 

Alice further throws into question the naturalness o~ 

the woman/child equation. While it is only women who are 

diagnosed as childlike by the dominant ideology, Alice 

observes that men too desire ~reedom from responsibility and 

the comfort of being told what to do characteristic of 

childhood. Like women, men also experience a nostalgia for 

the carefree days o~ their youth. 

men are not encouraged to act 

Unlike women, however, 

in accordance with these 

desires. This latent urge in men to become children again 

is mani~est in the hippie culture Alice observes on the 

island. Their goal, or so it seems to Alice, is to return 

to a way o~ life resembling that o~ Adam and Eve in the 

garden o~ Eden. That this 

return to childhood is 

desire 

suggested 

is a disguised wish to 

by the fact that the 

hippies are always looking for parent ~igures, someone to 

tell them what to do. Alice writes of her two hippie 

friends: 



(They) yearned ~or gurus always male. 
pre~erable ~rom someplace older, more ancient in 
its wisdom than raw North America. They~ too, 
wanted to be tt"l I d ~lh<J\t to dQ. Ot- maybe what they 
wanted was both: to "do theit- own thing" and be 
told what theit- "own thing" was? (96). 
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That the hippies are not unique in this way is 

suggested by the ~act that Alice's husband, Petet- , a 

respected university pro~essor, also exhibits many o~ the 

same characteristics and desires. Although a lack o~ 

t-espontsibility is conventionally a ~eminine privilege and 

attribute, Peter, a~ter being exposed to this new culture, 

has no misgivings about adopting this trait ~or himsel~. 

When Alice becomes a writer, the tacit agreement between the 

Her participation in the liberal humanist 

ideology means a rejection o~ the ~eminine ideal. Thus, 

this trans~ormation on her part served as a catalyst which 

triggered an un~oreseen reaction in her husband. Petet- is 

no longer accorded the traditional privileges which go along 

with the male role. c· olnce Alice is no longet" willing to 

live up to her end o~ the unspoken agreement, Peter ~eels 

under no obligation to live up to his. Although he did not 

initially desire the break ~rom tradition, Petet" too sees 

advantages in becoming liberated ~rom the conventional 

expectations placed on his gender. Like Alice, when she was 

dissatisfied with her exclusive role as wi~e and mother and 

decided to participate in a new ideology, Peter becomes 
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aware of a philosophy of life more in line with his self

i ntet-est. 

Unlike the liberal humanist ideology which creates 

cohsiderable conflict in women as they tt-y to unite 

contradictory attitudes and notions of themselves, the 

"e:·:tt-acLtltural" hippie philosophy o'Ffet-s men a subjec'l:ivity 

which is harmonious and unified. ~\Jhi Ie this lack ot-

responsibility and carefree nature is conventionally part of 

the t-eminine subject position, it is nonetheless compatible 

with certain qualities traditionally associated with the 

men. Thus, the male adherents of this ideology acquire 

additional privileges while at the same time refusing to 

give up any ot- the those traditionally awarded their gender. 

In fact, male liberation as it is envisioned by the hippies, 

consists not only of freedom from responsibility but also 

freedom to further exploit those privileges the dictates of 

convention regard as their due. Foremost among these 

prerogatives is an increased sexual license. In ot het-

wor-ds, liberation for men equals "mot-e and bettet- se:·:" 

(Ma t- tin, 11). It-onicially, women's desire for liberation 

causes them to feel 

while men's desire for 

natul···al. . 

WI-d. Ie then? 

like monsters with voracious appetites 

increased freedom is perceived as 

c~t"E:~ women who pat-t i c ipate 

extracultural movement, they find an increase 

in this 

in the 
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negative, rather than the positive aspects of their former 

role and that nothing has really changed for the better. 

Alice records a conversation between herself and her friends 

Stella and Trudl: 

"Women and men make tet-t-ible bat-gains with 
one anothet-," Alice said. "!' 11 be mummy i·F you'll 
be daddy." 

"That's changing." 
"Yes c.1.nd no. What eu-e the hippies doing 

over at Coon Bay? The women cook and have babies, 
follow the men at-ound, do the washing, all that." 

"But the men don't earn money." 
"That's tt-ue. Often the baby is the key to 

the welfare check, right? The key to this month's 
g t-ub and dope." 

"And the men can alltJays split if they ·Find 
a new old 1 a dy II (1 73) • 

This passage makes explicit the extent to which the cultural 

values exhibited by the hippies are nothing new. Accot-di I1g 

to Biddy Martin in her essay, "Feminis;m, Ct-itic:ism and 

FOLlcault": 

Sexual expression far from having liberated women, 
has historically often led to increased male 
access to women's bodies, allowing exploitation 
not just sexually but politically and economically 
as well (11). 

Thus, sexual privilege is at the heart of all forms 

of male domination of women. Sexuality plays a key role in 

the constitution of gendered subjectivity. Indeed, one 

could say that one's subjectivity is one's sexuality. 

Because patriarchal discourse chooses to differentiate 

between men and women based on the presence or absence of 

the phallus, the belief in men's superiority is grounded in 
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theit- se:-:ual ity. the privileged status of the 

phallus and male sexual license are intimately bound up one 

wi th the othet-" Alice wt-ites: 

When she confronted Peter about the mandala 
he sighed. 

"You always wanted to have a finget- in 
evet-y pie." 

"That's an intel-"esting image," Alice said, 
"coming -Ft"om you" (221). 

Furthermore, the traditionally male domain of sexual license 

is revealed to be an example of men's privilege which is 

reminiscent of childlike irresponsibility. This fact is 

suggested by Alice's new conception-of her husband after 

their separation. The former, Peter the Rock, becomes Peter 

Pan, the juveni Ie, carefree fairy-tale figure sought by 

fSmale admirers. 

Because it is no more and perhaps less natural for 
!)('~, . .-

women to behave like children than it is for men, women must 

be encouraged to act childishly in order for men to maintain 

their artificially inflated status. Relations between men 

and women, rather than being based on the innate natures of 

is shown in both novels to be a social 

construct, an elaborate game in which women are the players 

and men the prizes. Women are encouraged to compete with 

one another for attention from men the way children compete 

for attention from a parent or for a prize in a game. An 

I mentioned, Alice's ex-husband offers to teach Alice's two 
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best ~riends on the island how to paint, suggesting they all 

three paint a mandala. Alice comments to one o~ these 

ft- iends, Stella: 

"Thet-e i~:; a little game going on het-e and I 
don't like it. In fact, it makes me vet-y angt-y 
and very sad. There aren't many interesting 
people on the island, you know -- certainly not 
here at the north end. You and Trudl, but 
especially you, have been a great comfort to me--

now I ~eel you both withdrawing. And why? So 
you can play silly little games with my ex
husband, whom I still happen to love, as you well 
know. You have both become giggly little students 
and have exalted him to the position of guru. He 
is a good teacher, I know that, maybe a brilliant 
one. But you and Trudl aren't really doing this 
mandala thing just to learn about painting, are 
you? It's a secret society you've ~ormed, with 
all the attendant whispers and rituals o~ such a 
society. We used to have clubs like that in grade 
school and they always involved leaving somebody 
out. Sometimes I think that was their major 
purpose. You should think about badges and 
jc\ckets" (220). 

As this passage suggests, the competitiveness which is 

encouraged among women cuts them off from each other so that 

they JJ~~..Q.!!).g tota II y dependent on men and thus t-esemb Ie 

chi Idt-en. 

Both Morag and Alice resent having to play games. 

t.>Jhen they do comply with the t-ules of the Sf:"?:.:ist games, :i.t 

is because the need for love overcomes their objections. 

con-FI ict. During the ~irst few years a~ter Morag's 

separation from her husband, her situation is such that, as 

she says, "oppot-tunities -For- se:-: at"e minimal" (339). One 
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evening however, Morag plans to attend a party ~or a 

visiting poet. The writer describes hersel~ preparing for 

the party as ~ollows: 

She goes back upstairs and applies more 
lipstick. She dislikes and ~eels alienated ~rom 
herself with a lot of make-up on. She has, 
however, minimal faith in her own judgement. 
After all the women who are success~ul with men 
always plaster all this gloop on their ~aces. 
Fan's paint job takes her about ~orty-~ive 

minutes. Is it the make-up or Fan"s inner 
assurance that does the trick? Or just the ~act 
that Fan really doesn"t give a damn about men, and 
certainly doesn"t need one sexually and is hence 
in a vet-y good bat-gaining position? Bat-aain.iJJ.g 
Posi "\;.io.o. One o-r the se:-:ual postLlI---es not ment ioned 
in the Kama Sutt--a. PostLtt"es. The ways in which 
one lies. Oh, shut up. 

"I"m not that ~ond o~ games," Mo'--c\g tells 
the m i t- t- 0 t- • 

"Well, then, why not stay at home with yout
knitting?" the min-ot- t-eplies, meanly. 

Angrily, Morag slaps on more lipstick. 
Then, angrily takes most of it off again (341). 

make-up symbolizes the artificial and socially 

constructed position women must assume if they wish to 

successfully compete with members of their own sex for 

members of the other. 

Like Morag, Alice is also aware of the necessity for 

game-playing in relations with members of the other sex. 

She blames the break-up of her marriage on an instance, 

perhaps the only instance, during her marriage to Peter when 

she momentarily forgot they were playing a game. She 

Wt- i tf.:?s, 

"AI ice, wh€lt is it you n~ally ~"ant?" 
didn"t understand the question. She was so 

she 
full 



o~ contentment that she said, almost hal~ asleep, 
"Nothi ng." . 
Even a~ter all these years she is not sure 

what the right answer would have been. But even 
then she knew better than to give the answer she 
did. The sun, the lichen-covered rocks, the pale 
green ~lesh o~ the arbutus trees, the hum o~ the 
bees, everything conspired to put her o~~ her 
gu.::~nj C57-38). 
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Ali ce -Feels she resembles Cordelia, t!:"le het-o i ne o~ 

Shakespeat-e' f:5 l<i!l.9..J:_@_§:1.t-_ who t-(;?-Fust?s to ~-:;uccumb to the hollow 

flattery of her father exhibited by her sisters and as a 

t-e~5ul t is disinherited and exiled. Unlike the wil~ul 

Cordelia, however, Alice sees flattery as a small price to 

pay for her husband's love and her ~ailure to buoy up 

Peter"s ego on request was completely unintentional. 

Women are further enticed to see themselves as 

children because the men with whom they are romantically 

involved often act in ways reminiscent o~ their fathers. As 

women are encouraged to see themselves as children, they are 

also enticed to see their husbands as fathers. The ideal 

man is o-ften c hal--aeter- i zed by "powet-, dominance and social 

t-ecognition" (Cowat-d 191) tet-ms which an? t-eminiscent of t:he 

fathet- . According to Rosalind Coward: 

In the adoration of the powerful male, we have the 
adoration of the father by the small child. This 
adoration is based on the father as all-powerful, 
before di~illusionment and struggle for autonomy 
has set in • Power which might previously have 
been adored -- after all, it ensured the welfare 
of a dependent child -- becomes suffocating for a 
child struggling to become independent. 
Especially for women, the relationship to 
patriarchal authority is bound to be hazardous. 
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Men have power and authority only i~ women's power 
is denied (192). 
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when women exhibit assertive or non-childlike 

behaviour~ they are o~ten met with humiliation or violence. 

Fathers have traditionally ~elt justi~ied in maintaining 

authority over their children by humiliating them in the 

name o~ discipline. Brooke, ~or example, recalls his father 

punishing him in ways which Brooke refers to as subtle. He 

states, 

Once he made me sit on top of a large steamer 
truck, tied to it actually~ just outside the front 
gate of the compound, where everyone was passing 
by, Europeans, and Hindus ~rom Brahmans to 
outcasts, could see me. On my chest was a placard 
which read I Am Bad. I was supposed to stay 
ther~ until I begged for his ~orgiveness (236). 

Women who threaten male authority o~ten meet with similar 

abuse. Morag's friend Julie describes her treatment by her 

husband: 

It's not the beating up kind of cruelty -- he's 
never blacked an eye for me or like that. Better 
i~ he had. [The courts] could understand that. 
It's what he says That I'm out to get his 
power, things like that (324). 

Children also su~~er physical abuse at the hands of 

their ~athers. Morag recalls the regular beatings that her 

next door neighbour, Winkler, in~licted on his children. 

Women who threaten male authority are often subject to 

similar abuse. When Morag asks an acquaintance who wishes 

to spend the night with her to leave, he responds by belting 
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her across the chest. Yet, it is not only strangers who 

abuse women. In a conversation with her ex-husband about 

his lover and Alice"s former bestfriend, Anne-Marie, Alice 

sct-eams "fuc king bi tc h" sevel~al times vet-y loud 1 y. Petet-

responds by punching Alice in the face. Just as pat-ents 

often rationalize their abuse of their children as necessary 

discipline done in the best interests of the children, Peter 

interprets his violent treatment of his wife as signifying 

his deep feeling for her rather than an attempt on his part 

to preserve his position of power and authority. Alice 

wt-ites, "~'etet- said that when he hit me he t-ealized how mLlch 

he did love me (hOIt-I nice)" (87). 

While men's aggressive and women's passive natures 

may seem natural, both novels unsettle this opposition. 

Like men when their power is threatened, women are angered 

by their powerless social position. Unlike men, however, 

women at-e taught to t-ept-ess this "un'feminine" emotion. 

Alicl-:~"s ft"l.end Tt"udl comments, "I ·feel ten-ibly guilty about 

my mean thoughts. I was bt-OLlght up to be "nice'" (210). 

Since displays of hostility by women 

unacceptable, women are forced to direct their anger inwards 

at themselves rather than outwards at their oppressors. 

Ali ce Wt- i tes: 

Selene is really Peter's 
natural-born martyr. Her 
ic an awfully strange 
shots. And look at her 

i dE~al • [She] is a 
relationship with Raven 

one. He calls all the 
terrible asthma attacks. 



She never raises 
yet she sll1:f-et-s 
thet-e's a lot of 
to let out. She 
impossible ideal 

When women's 

her voice, never gets angry, and 
from severe asthma. I think 

anger in Selene that she's afraid 
is trying to live up to some 
she's set for herself (210). 

anger is channeled outwards, 
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the 

dominant ideology suppresses the which :i. t 

resembles male violence and aggression, and instead regards 

it as an expression of typically female behaviour. An 

example of this tendency occurs in The Diviner~. 

refusal to display humility in front of her husband, Brooke, 

when discussing her novel causes Brooke to respond in a 

patronizing and condescending fashion. Morag responds by 

heaving an Italian glass bowl across the room into the fire 

place. Morag describes Brooke's parental response: 

"You'd bettel'- cleat- that alA!ay," he says 
finally, in c:\ pet-fectly contnJlled voice. "I 
wouldn't advise you do that again, Morag. The 
burden of your complaint, these past months, seems 
to be that I treat you like a child. Might I 
suggest you stop acting like one?" (281). 

Thll~, women's acts of- rage are co-opted and interpreted as 

childlike behaviour even though they resemble the violence 

to which women are subjected under patriarchy. 

Thomas similarly suggests that women are equally 

capable of- desiring power and dominance and experiencing 

violent and aggressive urges. Moreover, she points out that 

men are occasionally relegated to the powerless position 

believed to be reserved for women, children or other 
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marginalized groups. To demonstrate this 'Fact Al ice 

examines the all-male and culturally homogeneous power 

hierarchy depicted in Captain Vancouver's journal entitled 

Alice wl"ite~:;: 

Oh ~or some o~ that eighteenth-century discipline. 
How I should love to see some ~logging done • 
Sometimes he t-e~et-s to ~logging a~.;; "a slight 
manual cCH"t"ec::tion. II Oh to give F'etet- c\ slight 
manual correction, or even a severe one. Bringing 
the lash down on his shoulders again and again 
until he begged ~or mercy. And the beauti~ul 
Anne-Marie. Would I have ~logged her as well? 
(40) • 

Both authors disturb and exceed the patriarchal logic:: which 

views the unequal distribution o~ power between the genders 

to be natural by demonstrating the rhetorical reversibility 

o~ such claims. 



Chapter Four 

Women (as) Supplement 

As frames which surround men~ women blend in not only 

with what is outside the frame, not men, but also with what 

is inside, men themselves. Rather than persons in their own 

right, women become part of the men to whom they are 

connected. Their ~unction according to the dominant 

ideology is merely to supplement the personalities of their 

husbands. One of Western metaphysics' key concepts, 

according to Derrida, is the logic of supplementarity. 

Culler explains this notion as follows: 

The supplement is an inessential extra, added to 
something complete in itsel~, but the supplement 
is added in order to complete, to compensate for a 
lack in what was supposed to be complete in 
itself. These two different meanings of 
supplement are linked in a powerful logic, and in 
both meanings the supplement is presented as 
exterior, foreign to the essential nature of that 
to which it is added or in which it is substituted 
(103). 

Rather than possessing the same autonomy and completeness as 

their husbands, Morag and Alice merely function as 

inessential additions to their husbands who, nevertheless, 
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in same way complete them. Morag recognizes her essential 

supplementarity in her relationship with her husband. 

Brooke re~uses to acknowledge Morag as an individual in her 

own t- ight. This ideological oneirism allows Brooke the 

delusion that Morag exists only through and ~ar him,. as an 

extension o~ himsel~. is e:·:pected to 

complete or balance Brooke's personality. 

though unacknowledged incompleteness is suggested by his 

sut-name, "Skel(e)ton". When he married Morag, 

believed she would always be ·happy and positive and 

thet-e~c)t-e able to bc:dance his all too pn")minent "dad:: side". 

Hf.,? tells Morag, "keep on being happy and cheet-·Ful -- it's a 

kind 01= leaven. It's what I need ~t-Olli you" (246). In Ot- det-

to ~ill this supplementary role women must deny parts o~ 

themselves. Mot-ag wt-ites, "I will nevet- let him SF~e the 

Black Celt in me. Morag shortly be~ore marriage. It seemed 

an easy thing to undertake, then" (246) . The pat-ts o~ 

themselves women must disavow, howevet- , o~ten involve 

incredible sacri-fices. Alice observes this sel~less quality 

in her -friend Selene. She comments to her -friend, Trudl: 

"Although P(;?tet- always maintains that S(;?lene is so 
centered, she seems to be an incredibly lonely 
person. She denies whole continents o-f hersel-f in 
o,·-de,·- to keep lovinq r.:aven. .f:1he is altAlays the 
calm one, t he p('2ac~;)mak(·?,·-!, thE? r, pat-ent' in the 
t""(~z'l<::\t ic.mship" (167). 

As suppIE!m0:!nts, women believe they cannot exist 
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independently o~ men. Alice recalls a childhood song which 

she teaches her children. She states: 

Is it right to teach them such rubbish? To sing 
about a man without a woman (is like a kite 
without a tail; is like a boat without a nJddeq 
is like a ship without a sail --) and conclude 
that if there's one thing worse in this universe 
it's a woman 

I said a woman 
I mean a woman without a ma-an (108). 

Alice's appendage-like relationship to her husband becomes 

apparent to her after her husband's desertion. Thet-e at-e 

to severed fingers. 

Alice ~eels Peter has just chopped her off and that she is 

incomplete in a profound way as a result. Alice pet-ceives 

her relationship with Peter to resemble that between a 

starfish and its lost limb. As the starfish can grow back 

anot ht~t- limb, so Peter seems able to easily replace a lost, 

or in this case amputated, wife. Alice, on the other hand, 

can only float around aimlessly, desperately incomplete yet 

unable or unwilling to attach herself to another man. 

Although patriarchal discourse regards women as 

inessential supplements to men, these novels unsettle this 

logic. Rather than supplemental, these novels reveal the 

extent to which women are essential to men's notions of 

t !-'Iemse 1 ves. As; the name "Skel (E?)ton" which r1ot"ag adopts 

upon marriage to Brooke suggests, women are not frames in 

the sense of inessential supplements, but frames which are 

inside and integral to the structure itself; they prop up 
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the notion o~ masculinity and give it its shape. 

and Alice, despite their conviction that they are totally 

dependent on men, manage to survive on their own while their 

ex-husbands are almost never without women in their lives. 

Shortly a~ter Morag and he separate, Brooke marries a woman 

younger than Morag, suggesting he still bel ieves it 

possible to have an innocent, childlike wi~e. Whi Ie F'etet-

claims to want ~reedom ~rom the institution o~ marriage, 

a~ter a number o~ a~~airs he soon ~inds himsel~ in a 

marriage-like relationship with Alice's ~ormer close ~riend, 

Stella. When Stella leaves Peter a~ter living with him ~or 

~ive years 9 he is devastated. 

*** 

Women are essential to men's notions o~ themselves 

because they aggrandize the male sel~-image by comparison. 

"Women 

have served all these centLw ies as looking glasses 

possessing the magic and power o~ re~lecting the ~igure o~ 

man at twice 

I t- ig.::u-ay at-gues; 

n:!1at ion to the 

its natLwal size" (35) • 

that ~emininity has been produced in 

logic o-f the "Same". She base!:;; this 

conc 1. us ion on FnE!udi an thf.?ot""y in ltJt",i c h, "f;ema 1 e di -f;~et-(.,.~nce 

is pet-cf2ived as an absence Ot- negation o~ the male nann" 
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(Moi 132). Thet-efon~ , patriarchal discourse sees women as 

deficient or lesser men in order to bolster the male ego. 

When they were married, Morag and Alice were considered part 

of their husbands and therefore could partake of their 

husbands' enlarged status. Alice comments, 

"I loved being "Mr·s. Hoyle'. Then evet-ybody knE'~w 

I was married, you see. I had status. I had an 
official lover and protector. You'd go to a party~ 

I'd like you to meet "Peter and Alice Hoyle'. A 
couple, a unit. I loved all thc:it stuf·fll (17:2). 

Without men, however, women feel disfigured. Both novels 

use the trope of women as maimed or handicapped individuals 

to suggest women's sense of themselves as incomplete 

(without) men. Morag feels deficient immediately after 

leaving her husband. She wt-ites: 

Jules puts one arm around her, as though assisting 
along the street someone who is maimed or crippled 

"You hate to ask anyone to pt-OP you up 
sometimes, eh?" Yes, yes, I do. And yet that's 
what I suppose I was asking of him, at the start 
(:291) . 

This~ notion is also suggested in JDt?.l.:: .. tic:!..SlLt.:.i:.E.g. Seven 

yeat-s aftet- her husband leaves her, Alice still feels 

incomplete. She Wt- i tes: 

she remembered • a sign she had seen in 
Victot-ia, "Wat- Amps." (Anne said, "Even thei,·- name 
hi:is been amputated. It) Wet-e thet-e love amps too, 
people who wandered around with parts of 
themselves, le·t.'s take the hf."~a,·-t fot- e:·:ample, 
p€::!t-manently missing? "Not with a Club, the Heat-t 
is bt"okenl !\lOt" lI-Jit.h aSton!.:!." Going ft"om doot" to 
door selling calendars, key chains, candles. 
Wearing a b~dge which echoed t.he words on the 
cenutaph. "Is it nothing to you?" (:24:2). 
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Alice's identi~ication with detached fingers also evokes the 

notion o~ women as de~icient men. A ~inger is phallic in 

shape yet smaller than a penis suggesting that women are 

lesser men~ having only an inferior~ truncated penis or 

clitot-is. The fact that these ~ingers have been severed 

suggests castration and therefore reinforces the notion of 

women as disfigured or incomplete men. 

*** 

This same sense of disfigurement characteristic of 

the solitary woman is also evoked by communities of women. 

Feeling betrayed by her husband and best friend, Anne-Marie, 

Alice turns to the other women on the island ~or support and 

She begins to see the island as a kind of 

utopian Adamless Eden. She WI·- i tes: 

Sometimes Alice saw, growing between her and the 
other three women, a great twisted vine, or rope. 
So that, if she had had to step out into the dark, 
she could, as she had once done on a small ship 
caught in the tail end of a hurricane, pull 
herself forward safely, even in the most severe of 
storms. Could move from her cabin, to Trudl's, to 
Stella's, even over to Selene's in the most awful 
storm of blind despair or self-hatred and know 
that as long as she held on tightly to their 
ft-iendship she would be .€!..L1 __ t-i_ght (164). 

Un~ortunately, this Adamless Eden turns into a kind of 

pandemonium ~or Alice. Alice's pro~ound sense of loss and 

desolation at her husband's desertion seems to bring out her 
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frt" i endE5' own insecurities about living without men. The 

community ofr women Alice imagines herselfr a part of fails 

because women's own individual sense of being maimed or 

lacking causes them to devalue each other. According to 

Elizabeth Janeway: 

Locked out of a larger community of a man's world, 
women and homosexuals develop profroundly ambiguous 
feelings about any sort of community they might 
set up for themselves. Both groups are notorious 
for tight but short-lived cliques and bitter 
personal rivalries. Cattiness and disloyalty are 
expected, and cattiness and disloyalty are found 
among all those who regard part of themselves as 
un,,"~.ccept':'lble (t 1:l) . 

Furthermore, the man who has the power to reduce Alice to 

such despair and for whom she continues to pine, becomes the 

conscious or unconscious desire of Alice's friends on the 

island, who also see their own lives as desperately missing 

something essential. Thus, the relationship among women is 

(,:)1 ice comments, 

I tend to exaggerate everything -- look at how I 
have mythologized my husband. Some day I must ask 
myself a vel'-y painful qu.estion. Did my "love" fat" 
Peter, my obsession with him after he left, have 
anything to do with the attitude of other women 
toward him? If he was so special that in losing 
him I felt I had lost my world wouldn't he become 
exalted in the eyes of others? (243). 

In addition to communities of women, both novels 

suggest the possibility of lesbianism as an alternative for 

women di sene ha.ntf2d by t.he politics of heterosexual 

I'" e 1 at ions hip 5 • Yet, as with communitiE~s of women, 
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homosexual relationships do not enable women to overcome the 

pro~ound sense of loss caused by li~e without a man. 

Lesbianism, than a positive altet-native to 

heterosexuality, becomes a way o~ registering discontent. 

Morag's landlady, Fan Bt-ady, has given up on any hope of 

achieving a lasting mei!:tni ng~u I hetel·-ose;·:ua I 

I·-e L:tt i onsh i p. 

"~<nol<1J wl-Iat I wish?" Fan says sudd~:?nly, <1S 

though this is costing her something to say. 
"No, what?" 
"I have sDmetimes," F"Hl says car'ef-ully," 

wished I was a le2. Queer. Bent as a forked 
tWig." 

"Mayb~:~ you "u-e. Wou 1 d it bot he 1'- you?" 
"It li"Iould make li·Fe easiet-," Fan says. "But 

yeh, it would bothet- me." 
"That's too bad. That it would bothet-

you, I mean." 
"I know," 

sadness in it 
be~ol···e. "Yeh, I 

Fan says, and her voice has a 
that Morag has never heard there 
know" C::'40--41). 

Patriarchal ideology maintains its hegemony, in pat-t, by 

cutting women of~ ~rom each other in ways such as the social 

taboos against homosexuality. 

Homosexuality is also contemplated by some o~ the 

women in Thomas' novel. Trudl, for example, asks Alice i~ 

she has ever been erotically attracted to a woman and if she 

has ever made love to one, suggesting that she herself has 

had or would like to have these experiences. One homose:-:Llal 

encountst- does OCCUt- in I ntet-t i dal __ ~.i fE~ b(;:!t\.'J(,::!en r'.:il ice i.:tnd 

her friend, Selene. Rather than mutual passion or desire, 

howevr:H- , this encounter was the result of shared pain. 



Alice wt-ites~ 

"It w<:~sn"t erotic. I don't know what it was. 
Som~? kind Oi-:: stt-ange communion." 

"Did you come?" 
'''{('::is.. We bot h di d. But not pass i onatf.~ 1 y. I 

can I1(Jt e)·:plain. We knew it would nevet- happen 
again but we were both glad it had happened. 
What's the b(Jok by F.: a de 1 y'Ffe Ha 11 ? ~t:?.l.L_.9f 
b. __ QD.@..lirL~~_!§'? I guess that's when':! Vole both wet-e • 
• We met on this de~p plane of utter despair 
( 168) • 
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Thus, homosiG!Nual relationships, rather than an imitation of 

heteroseNual ones~ tend to evolve out of shared pain. This 

into question Freud's contention that female 

homoseNuality evolves out of women's identification with 

f{l('2 n , " he t- longings to have equal pOl.t-.let"s with t.he male se)·:" 

Freud's assessment is inadequate because 

it leaves no positive space for female seNuality. 

Woman herself is never at issue in [Freud's] 
statements~ the feminine is defined as the 
necessary complement to the operation of male 
sexuality, and, more often, as a negative image 
that provides male seNuality with an unfailingly 
phallic self-representation (70). 

As 

It is precisely Alice's inability to identify with men, to 

see herself as possessing the phallus, which prevents her 

from regarding homosexuality as a positive alternative. Her 

lesbian experience reinforces the dominant patriarchal 

discourse in which sexuality without a phallus is seen as 

derivative and inferior. 
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*** 

Thus, women's dependency on men, her sense o~ her 

own incompleteness without a man, stems ~rom her notion that 

she is de~icient in a speci~ically sexual sense, lacking the 

1/ f:5Llpet- i ot- equ i pment 1/ she observes in men. "Woman's pen:i.'5 

envy reassures man 0+ his sexuality and makes woman 

desirable both as the repository o~ this reassurance and as 

a se)·:ual object", according to Freudian theory (Culler, 

:L 70) " woman is positioned by patriarchal 

discourse as a passive object 0+ sexual attention rather 

than an active participant. Both Brooke and Peter view 

women as sexual objects. r=Uice Itwites: 

He wanted me to be more sexy, bought me lovely 
nightgowns and negligees which I hardly ever wore 
-For -Fear o~ setting mysel+ on +ire. I liked the 
coziness o~ ~lannel, especially in the middle 0+ 
the night, getting up to soothe or +eed a child. 
When miniskirts were in he bought me miniskirts 
and gO'-go boots. I thought that wa~:; kind 0+ f:un 
but felt awkward sitting down or bending over. 
Once or twice I ~ound porn novels under his pillow 
(165). 

Pornography is a mode 0+ (re)presentation which perhaps more 

than all others de+ines men's notions o·r-: women and 

se),:ucd ity, not because o~ any speci+ic image or pose in 

which women appear but because it throws into t"f::li€·?+ the 

extent to which women are positioned as objects 0+ male 

gaze. Because the woman's lack is a visual lack, " t-ien a 

voit .. ", it jc: trle visu2""tl If.lhich patt-iat-chal cultun"":! pt-ivileges 
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over other senses since it justi~ies men's notion o~ having 

superior equipment. As 1'·10 i not ~.)s, 

particularly "The Uncanny', theorize the gaze as a phallic 

activity linked to the anal desire ~or sadistic mastery o~ 

the 0 b j ec t " (134). Both Morag's lover, Dan McFl:aith and 

Alice's husband, Peter are visual artists. Peter· is 

renowned ~or his nudes. Al ice commf:?nts~ 

Peter painted nudes with loins o~ irresistible 
attraction, breasts like bloated wineskins, 
bursting to be touched and tasted, smelled and 
sucked. Waiting, voluptuous, lying on their backs 
and sides, with heads or faces hidden. Flesh so 
t"eal it smok€::!d. Bu.t passive, ·fi:.-\ce~::; tut"ned away 
waiting to be penetrated (31). 

The (re)presentation o~ women is the ground ~or which actual 

women are figures. The ideal woman, rather than flesh and 

blood, is a two-dimensional (re)presentation of male desire. 

Women's sense of themselves as objects is rein~orced 

by the tendency of the dominant ideology to regard women as 

posses!5ions. 

"llJe don' t ask what a woman does "-- we ask whClm ~:;he 

bE'Jlongs to" (5.<+2-3) • Thus, Morag"s status in the eyes of 

h~r husband is not only that of a sexual object, Gut, 

specifically his sexual object. This notion is suggested by 

the fact that Brooke attaches a great deal o~ importance to 

Morag"s virginity prior to their marriage even though he 

admits, or perhaps boasts, that he himself is not a virgin. 

Morag does not confess her previous liaison with Jules 
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Tonnerre, even though it was unconsummated, since she -feat-s 

it wi 11 lower' het" in Brooke's esteem and jeopardize their 

t-ela'tionship. Morag's suspicions are not ungrounded as she 

recalls a conversation she overheard between two boys in a 

co-f'fee shop: "I was all ~3et to tht-ow het- the ice and it 

wasn't one o-f your two-bit rings neither and then she gave 

in and whaddya know I wasn't the -first on that 

tl''',ought the h(~ll ",lith that jaz:'!" <:217). When Morag ~inally 

decides to leave Brooke, it is a-fter she has spent a night 

ItJi t h Ju 1. es. The pain Brooke experiences on discovering her 

whereabouts on the previous evening, Morag realizes, is not 

a result o-f her decision to end the relationship but rather 

o·F the ·fact that hi§. wi·Fe has spent th(~ night with anothet-

man. MOt"ag wt-ites: 

She is shocked and awed by his pain. At the 
same time, she sees -for the -first time that he has 
believed he owns her. 

"Bt-ooke, I'm SOt"I·"Y. 
last night. I'm son-y th,.3.t 
di ~-fen::.mt. But Dt-ooke 
inside women othet" than me." 

Not -for what happened 
neither one o-f us were 

you've put yoursel+ 

"Not. since we mal·"t-ied," Bt"c10ke says, "unless 
you want to drag up that one time when we were in 
Nova Scotia, that girl on old Kenton's trawler, 
his niece Dr something. But once she'd hauled me 
into h,,,,)!'" bunk, I couldn't." 

" • You mean to say it doe:,n' t count 
caLIse yl.:Ju didn't come?" (300). 

Morag perceives the same double stand~rd in her lover's 

relationship with his wi-fe, Bridie. Unbeknownst to Bridie, 

McRaith has been having an a~+air with Morag +or three 

Yet he does not entertain the possibility that 



Bridie may wish to exercise the same privilege. 

wt-itf:"?s~ 

"I·f [BI·-idie] went down to London with you, 
sometime, II Mot"ag says, ".:.~nd w€~nt to bed with 
Ptndt-ew, how waul d you f:eel about i t.?" 

McRaith considers. 
"Ptnc"Jt-ew wouldn't at·tt-act het-~ II he says 

finally.. "He's not het- t.ype o·F pet-son." 
Morag laughs, and he looks at her for a 

moment, bewildered, and then laughs, too. But 
does he really see what she is laughing at? And 
is she laughing, or what? (413). 
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To be thought of as an object is to be thought of as 

a thing rather than a human. "Subjectivity is denied to 

women, II It-igal·-ay claims, 

and this exclusion guarantees the constit.ution of 
relatively stable objects for the (specularizing) 
subject. If one imagines t.hat. woman imagines 
anything at all, the object (of speculation) would 
lose its stabilit.y and t.hus unsett.le the subject 
itself.. If: woman cannot t-ept-esent the gl'-ound, l:he 
eart.h~ the inert. or opaque matter to be 
appropriated or repressed, how can the subject be 
secure in it.'s status as a sUbject? (Moi 136). 

Mot"lO?ovet- , Simone de Beauvoir has shown thc:d: , women 

themselves internalize this objectified vision thus living 

in a constant state of what Sat-tn? called" inauthenticity" 

Qt .. "be!d 'faith" (lvloi 92)" According to Cixous: 

For one of the terms in a hierarchical binary 
opposit.ion to acquire meaning, it must destroy the 
oth(':?t-. The "cOL.lpl~?" cannot b~? le·ft intac:t~ it 
becomes a general battlefield where the struggle 
for signifying supremacy is forever re-enacted. 



In the end, victory 
defeat passivity; 
always the victot-." 
passivity and death 

is equated with activity and 
under patriarchy the male is 

Femininity is equated with 
( Ivlo i 1(5). 
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Thus the ideal woman is, in a very crucial sense, dead, and 

the desire to be such a woman is a disguised death wish. 

Not surprisingly therefore, death is a motif common to both 

novels. Both Morag and Alice are unduly preoccupied with 

their mortality and it is this preoccupation which is 

arguably the impetus behind both their writings. Pt-in had 

given birth to a child who, she tells Morag, was born dead. 

Me)!"- ag 2.sks, "How coul d you be bot" nand dec\d Cl.t t he same 

time?" (53) • logic suggests that th~se 

heterogeneous ontological states, life and death, at-e yoked 

together in the ~eminine subject position, once c\gain 

I""t:?vealing "\l-JOman" to be <::\ ~::;ignifiel'- capable o·F compl·-ehending 

opposites. While listening to Prin's favorite hymn at her 

funeral, Morag's previously unconscious expectations of her 

li~e are revealed to her. She states, "Those halls of Sion. 

The Prince is ever in them. What had Morag expected, those 

years ago, marrying Brooke? Those sel-fsame. halls?" (273). 

The halls of Sian suggest the death-like existence women are 

encouraged to assume under patriarchy. Like childhood which 

loses its nostalgic appeal when conflated with senility, the 

secure womb in which Morag once wished to be enveloped is 

rejected when it is revealed to resemble a stifling tomb. 

Thus, as the halls o-f Sion suggest, the obJecti-fied vision 
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o~ hersel~ Morag had internalized is only possible a~ter 

dei:Olth. 

Like l'1ot··ag, ha.s also in·tet-nalized an 

objecti~ied vision o~ hersel~. I have argued that the 

childlike status women are encouraged to assume, rather than 

natural, is in direct con~lict with their roles as mothers. 

Similarly, the objecti~ied vision o~ themselves women are 

offered is equally di~ficult for· them to internalize. 

Unlike men, women have menstrual cycles which are a constant 

reminder to them of the ~act that they lack stability, 

physical and often emotional. Although the opposite may 

seem to be the case since women's menstrual cycles are 

thought to correspond to the moon's and there~ore connect 

women to the natural world, Thomas' novel unsettles this 

no·t ion. Alice records a conversation between herself and 

her friends, Trudl and Stella: 

Tt·-udl !5hook her· hl"-?acL "The tt·-ouble is, a 
woman's cycle might correspond [to the moon's] at 
one time and not at anothel···. If she's had an 
abortion, or a miscarriage, or a child, the whole 
thing cc\n change dt··astically." 

"It is weit-d, i~5n't it?" Stella said, "the 
t~'-lenty·-·eight-dc\y thing." 

"Well, only the moon is :tllf,:'lt t-egulal""· ~" (194). 

Contrary to commonly held assumptions, women's cycles lack 

the regularity o~ cycles in the natural world. This, along 

with the emotional instability often caused by these cycles, 

remind women of their ontological dif~erence ~rom the 
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to which women must go if they are to imagine that they 

partake of the ontological stability of that world. ?-~lice, 

t-::ot- e;·:amp Ie, ~-'Jondet-s if women have a "slack tide" n f:)he 

lAwites: 

"You know, the tides have a moment whet-e there's 
no perceptible rise or fall, a kind of still 
moment, maybe an hour or a day, when OVUlation is 
just about to begin, but hasn't. That might be 
our most stable moment if we could locate it 
pt-eci!:;ely" (194). 

AlicE"s wish to locate the "slack tide" in het-self is a 

desire for the stability of nature and, as such, a disguised 

Al ice's "slclck tide" becomes the "Ci:'-l.lro plateau" 

In a letter to McRaith, Morag writes: 

The calm plateau still seems pretty far off to me. 
I'm still fighting the bloody same battles as 
always, inside the skull. Maybe all there is on 
that calm plateau is a tombstone (312). 



Conclusion 

In writing about themselves and their lives, Morag 

and Alice come to recognize that the sel~ is not a static 

entity but rather a dynamic site where discursive ~orces 

continually interact and compete ~or the subjectivity o~ the 

i n d i v i dua I . By regarding the nature of the self as a 

"becDming" I'-athr~t- than a "being" or' "essence" and thereby 

dismantling the fictions of masculinity and femininity, 

Morag and Alice are ~ree to actively participate in the 

continual process o~ creation and recreation o~ their own 

discursive realities. Like Frankenstein's monster, Morag 

and Alice, along with all human beings, are shown to be 

patchwork creations -- the sites at which various discursive 

strands are brought together. Thus, it is the feminine and 

masculine subject positions which, in so far as they attempt 

to fix and stabilize the subject~ 

Recognizing this fact, 11Ot-ag and 

Alice refuse to accept the artificial limits on the self 

imposed by these polemical attempts to constitute their 
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subjectivities. As a result~ these women writers are shown 

to be neither ~eminine nor masculine and because o~ this, 

they are prQ~oundly aware o~ what it means to be human. 
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